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Preamble
Since 1980, the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and American Heart Association (AHA) have translated scientific evidence into clinical practice guidelines with recommendations to improve cardiovascular health. These guidelines, based on systematic methods to evaluate and classify evidence, provide a cornerstone of quality cardiovascular care.

In response to reports from the Institute of Medicine (1, 2) and a mandate to evaluate new knowledge and maintain relevance at the point of care, the ACC/AHA Task Force on Clinical Practice Guidelines (Task Force) modified its methodology (3-5). The relationships between guidelines, data standards, appropriate use criteria, and performance measures are addressed elsewhere (4).

Intended Use
Practice guidelines provide recommendations applicable to patients with or at risk of developing cardiovascular disease. The focus is on medical practice in the United States, but guidelines developed in collaboration with other organizations may have a broader target. Although guidelines may inform regulatory or payer decisions, they are intended to improve quality of care in the interest of patients.

Evidence Review
Guideline Writing Committee (GWC) members review the literature; weigh the quality of evidence for or against particular tests, treatments, or procedures; and estimate expected health outcomes. In developing recommendations, the GWC uses evidence-based methodologies that are based on all available data (4-6). Literature searches focus on randomized controlled trials (RCTs) but also include registries, nonrandomized comparative and descriptive studies, case series, cohort studies, systematic reviews, and expert opinion. Only selected references are cited.

The Task Force recognizes the need for objective, independent Evidence Review Committees (ERCs) that include methodologists, epidemiologists, clinicians, and biostatisticians who systematically survey, abstract, and assess the evidence to address key clinical questions posed in the PICOTS format (P=population, I=intervention, C=comparator, O=outcome, T=timing, S=setting) (4, 5). Practical considerations, including time and resource constraints, limit the ERCs to evidence that is relevant to key clinical questions and lends itself to systematic review and analysis that could affect the strength of corresponding recommendations. Recommendations developed by the GWC on the basis of the systematic review are marked “SR”.

Guideline-Directed Medical Therapy
The term guideline-directed medical therapy refers to care defined mainly by ACC/AHA Class I recommendations. For these and all recommended drug treatment regimens, the reader should confirm dosage
with product insert material and carefully evaluate for contraindications and interactions. Recommendations are limited to treatments, drugs, and devices approved for clinical use in the United States.

Class of Recommendation and Level of Evidence
The Class of Recommendation (COR; i.e., the strength of the recommendation) encompasses the anticipated magnitude and certainty of benefit in proportion to risk. The Level of Evidence (LOE) rates evidence supporting the effect of the intervention on the basis of the type, quality, quantity, and consistency of data from clinical trials and other reports (Table 1) (5, 7). Unless otherwise stated, recommendations are sequenced by COR and then by LOE. Where comparative data exist, preferred strategies take precedence. When >1 drug, strategy, or therapy exists within the same COR and LOE and no comparative data are available, options are listed alphabetically. Each recommendation is followed by supplemental text linked to supporting references and evidence tables.

Relationships With Industry and Other Entities
The ACC and AHA sponsor the guidelines without commercial support, and members volunteer their time. The Task Force zealously avoids actual, potential, or perceived conflicts of interest that might arise through relationships with industry or other entities (RWI). All GWC members and reviewers are required to disclose current industry relationships or personal interests from 12 months before initiation of the writing effort. Management of RWI involves selecting a balanced GWC and assuring that the chair and a majority of committee members have no relevant RWI (Appendix 1). Members are restricted with regard to writing or voting on sections to which their RWI apply. For transparency, members’ comprehensive disclosure information is available online http://circ.ahajournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1161/CIR.0000000000000311/-/DC1. Comprehensive disclosure information for the Task Force is available at http://www.acc.org/guidelines/about-guidelines-and-clinical-documents/guidelines-and-documents-task-forces. The Task Force strives to avoid bias by selecting experts from a broad array of backgrounds representing different geographic regions, sexes, ethnicities, intellectual perspectives/biases, and scopes of clinical practice, and by inviting organizations and professional societies with related interests and expertise to participate as partners or collaborators.

Individualizing Care in Patients With Associated Conditions and Comorbidities
Managing patients with multiple conditions can be complex, especially when recommendations applicable to coexisting illnesses are discordant or interacting (8). The guidelines are intended to define practices meeting the needs of patients in most, but not all, circumstances. The recommendations should not replace clinical judgment.

Clinical Implementation
Management in accordance with guideline recommendations is effective only when followed. Adherence to recommendations can be enhanced by shared decision making between clinicians and patients, with patient engagement in selecting interventions based on individual values, preferences, and associated conditions and
comorbidities. Consequently, circumstances may arise in which deviations from these guidelines are appropriate.

**Policy**
The recommendations in this guideline represent the official policy of the ACC and AHA until superseded by published addenda, statements of clarification, focused updates, or revised full-text guidelines. To ensure that guidelines remain current, new data are reviewed biannually to determine whether recommendations should be modified. In general, full revisions are posted in 5-year cycles (3, 5).

*Jonathan L. Halperin, MD, FACC, FAHA*
*Chair, ACC/AHA Task Force on Clinical Practice Guidelines*
Table 1. Applying Class of Recommendation and Level of Evidence to Clinical Strategies, Interventions, Treatments, or Diagnostic Testing in Patient Care*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS (STRENGTH) OF RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>LEVEL (QUALITY) OF EVIDENCE‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS I (STRONG)</strong></td>
<td>Benefit &gt;&gt;&gt; Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is recommended</td>
<td>- High-quality evidence‡ from more than 1 RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is indicated/useful/effective/beneficial</td>
<td>- Meta-analyses of high-quality RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Should be performed/administered/other</td>
<td>- One or more RCTs corroborated by high-quality registry studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS IIa (MODERATE)</strong></td>
<td>Benefit &gt;&gt; Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL B-R</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is reasonable</td>
<td>- Moderate-quality evidence‡ from 1 or more RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Can be useful/effective/beneficial</td>
<td>- Meta-analyses of moderate-quality RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS IIb (WEAK)</strong></td>
<td>Benefit &gt; Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL B-NR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- May/might be reasonable</td>
<td>- Moderate-quality evidence‡ from 1 or more well-designed, well-executed nonrandomized studies, observational studies, or registry studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- May/might be considered</td>
<td>- Meta-analyses of such studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Usefulness/effectiveness is unknown/unclear/uncertain or not well established</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL C-LD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS III: No Benefit (MODERATE)</strong></td>
<td>Benefit = Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Generally, LOE A or B use only)</td>
<td>- Randomized or nonrandomized observational or registry studies with limitations of design or execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td>- Meta-analyses of such studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is not recommended</td>
<td>- Physiological or mechanistic studies in human subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is not indicated/useful/effective/beneficial</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL C-EO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Should not be performed/administered/other</td>
<td>- Consensus of expert opinion based on clinical experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COR and LOE are determined independently (any COR may be paired with any LOE). A recommendation with LOE C does not imply that the recommendation is weak. Many important clinical questions addressed in guidelines do not lend themselves to clinical trials. Although RCTs are unavailable, there may be a very clear clinical consensus that a particular test or therapy is useful or effective. *The outcome or result of the intervention should be specified (an improved clinical outcome or increased diagnostic accuracy or incremental prognostic information). † For comparative-effectiveness recommendations (COR I and IIa; LOE A and B only), studies that support the use of comparator verbs should involve direct comparisons of the treatments or strategies being evaluated. ‡ The method of assessing quality is evolving, including the application of standardized, widely used, and preferably validated evidence grading tools; and for systematic reviews, the incorporation of an Evidence Review Committee.

1. Introduction

1.1. Methodology and Evidence Review
The recommendations listed in this guideline are, whenever possible, evidence based. An extensive evidence review was conducted in April 2014 that included literature published through September 2014. Other selected references published through May 2015 were incorporated by the GWC. Literature included was derived from research involving human subjects, published in English, and indexed in MEDLINE (through PubMed),
EMBASE, the Cochrane Library, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, and other selected databases relevant to this guideline. The relevant data are included in evidence tables in the Online Data Supplement http://jaccjacc.acc.org/Clinical_Document/2015_SVT_Evidence_Tables_Data_Supplement.docx. Key search words included but were not limited to the following: ablation therapy (catheter and radiofrequency; fast and slow pathway), accessory pathway (manifest and concealed), antiarrhythmic drugs, atrial fibrillation, atrial tachycardia, atrioventricular nodal reentrant (reentry, reciprocating) tachycardia, atrioventricular reentrant (reentry, reciprocating) tachycardia, beta blockers, calcium channel blockers, cardiac imaging, cardioversion, cost effectiveness, cryotherapy, echocardiography, elderly (aged and older), focal atrial tachycardia, Holter monitor, inappropriate sinus tachycardia, junctional tachycardia, multifocal atrial tachycardia, paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia, permanent form of junctional reciprocating tachycardia, pre-excitation, pregnancy, quality of life, sinoatrial node, sinus node reentry, sinus tachycardia, supraventricular tachycardia, supraventricular arrhythmia, tachycardia, tachyarrhythmia, vagal maneuvers (Valsalva maneuver), and Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome. Additionally, the GWC reviewed documents related to supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) previously published by the ACC, AHA, and Heart Rhythm Society (HRS). References selected and published in this document are representative and not all-inclusive.

An independent ERC was commissioned to perform a systematic review of key clinical questions, the results of which were considered by the GWC for incorporation into this guideline. The systematic review report on the management of asymptomatic patients with Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome is published in conjunction with this guideline (9).

1.2. Organization of the GWC
The GWC consisted of clinicians, cardiologists, electrophysiologists (including those specialized in pediatrics), and a nurse (in the role of patient representative) and included representatives from the ACC, AHA, and HRS.

1.3. Document Review and Approval
This document was reviewed by 8 official reviewers nominated by the ACC, AHA, and HRS, and 25 individual content reviewers. Reviewers’ RWI information was distributed to the GWC and is published in this document (Appendix 2).

This document was approved for publication by the governing bodies of the ACC, the AHA, and the HRS.

1.4. Scope of the Guideline
The purpose of this joint ACC/AHA/HRS document is to provide a contemporary guideline for the management of adults with all types of SVT other than atrial fibrillation (AF). Although AF is, strictly speaking, an SVT, the term SVT generally does not refer to AF. AF is addressed in the 2014 ACC/AHA/HRS Guideline for the Management of Atrial Fibrillation (2014 AF guideline) (10). The present guideline addresses other SVTs,
including regular narrow–QRS complex tachycardias, as well as other, irregular SVTs (e.g., atrial flutter with irregular ventricular response and multifocal atrial tachycardia [MAT]). This guideline supersedes the “2003 ACC/AHA/ESC Guidelines for the Management of Patients With Supraventricular Arrhythmias” (11). It incorporates new and existing knowledge derived from published clinical trials, basic science, and comprehensive review articles, along with evolving treatment strategies and new drugs. Some recommendations from the earlier guideline have been updated as warranted by new evidence or a better understanding of existing evidence, whereas other inaccurate, irrelevant, or overlapping recommendations were deleted or modified. Whenever possible, we reference data from the acute clinical care environment; however, in some cases, the reference studies from the invasive electrophysiology laboratory inform our understanding of arrhythmia diagnosis and management. Although this document is aimed at the adult population (≥18 years of age) and offers no specific recommendations for pediatric patients, as per the reference list, we examined literature that included pediatric patients. In some cases, the data from noninfant pediatric patients helped inform this guideline.

In the current healthcare environment, cost consideration cannot be isolated from shared decision making and patient-centered care. The AHA and ACC have acknowledged the importance of value in health care, calling for eventual development of a Level of Value for practice recommendations in the “2014 ACC/AHA Statement on Cost/Value Methodology in Clinical Practice Guidelines and Performance Measures” (6). Although quality-of-life and cost-effectiveness data were not sufficient to allow for development of specific recommendations, the GWC agreed the data warranted brief discussion (Sections 10 and 11). Throughout this document, and associated with all recommendations and algorithms, the importance of shared decision making should be acknowledged. Each approach, ranging from observation to drug treatment to ablation, must be considered in the setting of a clear discussion with the patient regarding risk, benefit and personal preference. See Section 12 for additional information.

In developing this guideline, the GWC reviewed prior published guidelines and related statements. Table 2 contains a list of guidelines and statements deemed pertinent to this writing effort and is intended for use as a resource, thus obviating the need to repeat existing guideline recommendations.

### Table 2. Associated Guidelines and Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Publication Year (Reference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>AHA/ACC/HRS</td>
<td>2014 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable ischemic heart disease</td>
<td>ACC/AHA/ACP/AATS/PCNA/SCAI/STS</td>
<td>2014 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2014 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valvular heart disease</td>
<td>AHA/ACC</td>
<td>2014 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of cardiovascular risk</td>
<td>ACC/AHA</td>
<td>2013 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td>ACC/AHA</td>
<td>2013 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antithrombotic therapy for valvular heart disease</td>
<td>ACCP</td>
<td>2012 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>ESC</td>
<td>2012 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2010 (19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. General Principles

2.1. Mechanisms and Definitions

For the purposes of this guideline, SVT is defined as per Table 3, which provides definitions and the mechanism(s) of each type of SVT. The term SVT does not generally include AF, and this document does not discuss the management of AF.

Table 3. Relevant Terms and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrhythmia/Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supraventricular tachycardia (SVT)</td>
<td>An umbrella term used to describe tachycardias (atrial and/or ventricular rates in excess of 100 bpm at rest), the mechanism of which involves tissue from the His bundle or above. These SVTs include inappropriate sinus tachycardia, AT (including focal and multifocal AT), macroreentrant AT (including typical atrial flutter), junctional tachycardia, AVNRT, and various forms of accessory pathway-mediated reentrant tachycardias. In this guideline, the term does not include AF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia (PSVT)</td>
<td>A clinical syndrome characterized by the presence of a regular and rapid tachycardia of abrupt onset and termination. These features are characteristic of AVNRT or AVRT, and, less frequently, AT. PSVT represents a subset of SVT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation (AF)</td>
<td>A supraventricular arrhythmia with uncoordinated atrial activation and, consequently, ineffective atrial contraction. ECG characteristics include: 1) irregular atrial activity, 2) absence of distinct P waves, and 3) irregular R-R intervals (when atrioventricular conduction is present). AF is not addressed in this document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinus tachycardia</td>
<td>Rhythm arising from the sinus node in which the rate of impulses exceeds 100 bpm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Physiologic sinus</td>
<td>Appropriate increased sinus rate in response to exercise and other situations that increase...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVT Type</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tachycardia</td>
<td>Sinus heart rate &gt;100 bpm at rest, with a mean 24-h heart rate &gt;90 bpm not due to appropriate physiological responses or primary causes such as hyperthyroidism or anemia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atrial tachycardia (AT)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focal AT</td>
<td>An SVT arising from a localized atrial site, characterized by regular, organized atrial activity with discrete P waves and typically an isoelectric segment between P waves. At times, irregularity is seen, especially at onset (“warm-up”) and termination (“warm-down”). Atrial mapping reveals a focal point of origin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sinus node reentry tachycardia</td>
<td>A specific type of focal AT that is due to microreentry arising from the sinus node complex, characterized by abrupt onset and termination, resulting in a P-wave morphology that is indistinguishable from sinus rhythm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Multifocal atrial tachycardia (MAT)</td>
<td>An irregular SVT characterized by ≥3 distinct P-wave morphologies and/or patterns of atrial activation at different rates. The rhythm is always irregular.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atrial flutter</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cavotricuspid isthmus–dependent atrial flutter: typical</td>
<td>Macroreentrant AT propagating around the tricuspid annulus, proceeding superiorly along the atrial septum, inferiorly along the right atrial wall, and through the cava-tricuspid isthmus between the tricuspid valve annulus and the Eustachian valve and ridge. This activation sequence produces predominantly negative &quot;sawtooth&quot; flutter waves on the ECG in leads 2, 3, and aVF and a late positive deflection in V1. The atrial rate can be slower than the typical 300 bpm (cycle length 200 ms) in the presence of antiarrhythmic drugs or scarring. It is also known as &quot;typical atrial flutter&quot; or &quot;cavotricuspid isthmus–dependent atrial flutter&quot; or &quot;counter clockwise atrial flutter.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cavotricuspid isthmus–dependent atrial flutter: reverse typical</td>
<td>Macroreentrant AT that propagates around in the direction reverse that of typical atrial flutter. Flutter waves typically appear positive in the inferior leads and negative in V1. This type of atrial flutter is also referred to as &quot;reverse typical&quot; atrial flutter or &quot;clockwise typical atrial flutter.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Atypical or non–cavotricuspid isthmus–dependent atrial flutter</td>
<td>Macroreentrant ATs that do not involve the cavotricuspid isthmus. A variety of reentrant circuits may include reentry around the mitral valve annulus or scar tissue within the left or right atrium. A variety of terms have been applied to these arrhythmias according to the re-entry circuit location, including particular forms, such as &quot;LA flutter&quot; and &quot;LA macroreentrant tachycardia&quot; or incisional atrial re-entrant tachycardia due to re-entry around surgical scars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Junctional tachycardia</strong></td>
<td>A nonreentrant SVT that arises from the AV junction (including the His bundle).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia (AVNRT)</strong></td>
<td>A reentrant tachycardia involving 2 functionally distinct pathways, generally referred to as &quot;fast&quot; and &quot;slow&quot; pathways. Most commonly, the fast pathway is located near the apex of Koch’s triangle, and the slow pathway inferoposterior to the compact AV node tissue. Variant pathways have been described, allowing for “slow-slow” AVNRT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Typical AVNRT</td>
<td>AVNRT in which a slow pathway serves as the anterograde limb of the circuit and the fast pathway serves as the retrograde limb (also called “slow-fast AVNRT”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Atypical AVNRT</td>
<td>AVNRT in which the fast pathway serves as the anterograde limb of the circuit and a slow pathway serves as the retrograde limb (also called “fast-slow AV node reentry”) or a slow pathway serves as the anterograde limb and a second slow pathway serves as the retrograde limb (also called “slow-slow AVNRT”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accessory pathway</strong></td>
<td>For the purpose of this guideline, an accessory pathway is defined as an extranodal AV pathway that connects the myocardium of the atrium to the ventricle across the AV groove. Accessory pathways can be classified by their location, type of conduction (decremental or nondecremental), and whether they are capable of conducting anterogradely, retrogradely, or in both directions. Of note, accessory pathways of other types (such as atriofascicular, nodo-fascicular, nodo-ventricular, and fasciculoventricular pathways) are uncommon and are discussed only briefly in this document (Section 7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Manifest accessory pathways</td>
<td>A pathway that conducts anterogradely to cause ventricular pre-excitation pattern on the ECG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Concealed accessory pathway</td>
<td>A pathway that conducts only retrogradely and does not affect the ECG pattern during sinus rhythm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pre-excitation pattern</td>
<td>An ECG pattern reflecting the presence of a manifest accessory pathway connecting the atrium to the ventricle. Pre-excited ventricular activation over the accessory pathway competes with the anterograde conduction over the AV node and spreads from the...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accessory pathway insertion point in the ventricular myocardium. Depending on the relative contribution from ventricular activation by the normal AV nodal / His Purkinje system versus the manifest accessory pathway, a variable degree of pre-excitation, with its characteristic pattern of a short P-R interval with slurring of the initial upstroke of the QRS complex (delta wave), is observed. Pre-excitation can be intermittent or not easily appreciated for some pathways capable of anterograde conduction; this is usually associated with a low-risk pathway, but exceptions occur.

- Asymptomatic pre-excitation (isolated pre-excitation)
  The abnormal pre-excitation ECG pattern in the absence of documented SVT or symptoms consistent with SVT.

- Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome
  Syndrome characterized by documented SVT or symptoms consistent with SVT in a patient with ventricular pre-excitation during sinus rhythm.

- Atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia (AVRT)
  A reentrant tachycardia, the electrical pathway of which requires an accessory pathway, the atrium, atrioventricular node (or second accessory pathway), and ventricle.

- Orthodromic AVRT
  An AVRT in which the reentrant impulse uses the accessory pathway in the retrograde direction from the ventricle to the atrium, and the AV node in the anterograde direction. The QRS complex is generally narrow or may be wide because of pre-existing bundle-branch block or aberrant conduction.

- Antidromic AVRT
  An AVRT in which the reentrant impulse uses the accessory pathway in the anterograde direction from the atrium to the ventricle, and the AV node for the retrograde direction. Occasionally, instead of the AV node, another accessory pathway can be used in the retrograde direction, which is referred to as pre-excited AVRT. The QRS complex is wide (maximally pre-excited).

- Permanent form of junctional reciprocating tachycardia (PJRT)
  A rare form of nearly incessant orthodromic AVRT involving a slowly conducting, concealed, usually posteroseptal accessory pathway.

- Pre-excited AF
  AF with ventricular pre-excitation caused by conduction over ≥1 accessory pathway(s).

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; AT, atrial tachycardia; AV, atrioventricular; AVNRT, atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia; AVRT, atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia; bpm, beats per minute; ECG, electrocardiogram/electrocardiographic; LA, left atrial; MAT, multifocal atrial tachycardia; PJRT, permanent form of junctional reciprocating tachycardia; PSVT, paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia; SVT, supraventricular tachycardia; and WPW, Wolff-Parkinson-White.

### 2.2. Epidemiology, Demographics, and Public Health Impact

The epidemiology of SVT, including its frequency, patterns, causes, and effects, is imprecisely defined because of incomplete data and failure to discriminate among AF, atrial flutter, and other supraventricular arrhythmias. The best available evidence indicates that the prevalence of SVT in the general population is 2.25 per 1,000 persons (32). When adjusted by age and sex in the U.S. population, the incidence of paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia (PSVT) is estimated to be 36 per 100,000 persons per year (32). There are approximately 89,000 new cases per year and 570,000 persons with PSVT (32). Compared with patients with cardiovascular disease, those with PSVT without any cardiovascular disease are younger (37 versus 69 years; p=0.0002) and have faster PSVT (186 bpm versus 155 bpm; p=0.0006). Women have twice the risk of men of developing PSVT (32). Individuals >65 years of age have >5 times the risk of younger persons of developing PSVT (32).

Patients with PSVT who are referred to specialized centers for management with ablation are younger, have an equal sex distribution, and have a low frequency of cardiovascular disease (33, 34, 34-47). The frequency of atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia (AVNRT) is greater in women than in men. This may be due to an actual higher incidence in women, or it may reflect referral bias. In persons who are middle-aged or
older, AVNRT is more common, whereas in adolescents, the prevalence may be more balanced between atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia (AVRT) and AVNRT, or AVRT may be more prevalent (32). The relative frequency of tachycardia mediated by an accessory pathway decreases with age. The incidence of manifest pre-excitation or WPW pattern on ECG tracings in the general population is 0.1% to 0.3%. However, not all patients with manifest ventricular pre-excitation develop PSVT (47-49). The limited data on the public health impact of SVT indicate that the arrhythmia is commonly a reason for emergency department and primary care physician visits but is infrequently the primary reason for hospital admission (11, 50, 51).

2.3. Evaluation of the Patient With Suspected or Documented SVT

2.3.1. Clinical Presentation and Differential Diagnosis on the Basis of Symptoms

Patients seen in consultation for palpitations often describe symptoms with characteristic features suggestive of SVT that may guide physicians to appropriate testing and a definitive diagnosis. The diagnosis of SVT is often made in the emergency department, but it is common to elicit symptoms suggestive of SVT before initial electrocardiogram/electrocardiographic (ECG) documentation. SVT symptom onset often begins in adulthood; in 1 study in adults, the mean age of symptom onset was 32±18 years of age for AVNRT, versus 23±14 years of age for AVRT (52). In contrast, in a study conducted in pediatric populations, the mean ages of symptom onset of AVRT and AVNRT were 8 and 11 years, respectively (53). In comparison with AVRT, patients with AVNRT are more likely to be female, with an age of onset >30 years (49, 54-56). AVNRT onset has been reported after the age of 50 years in 16% and before the age of 20 years in 18% (57). Among women with SVT and no other cardiovascular disease, the onset of symptoms occurred during childbearing years (e.g., 15 to 50 years) in 58% (32). The first onset of SVT occurred in only 3.9% of women during pregnancy, but among women with an established history of SVT, 22% reported that pregnancy exacerbated their symptoms (58).

SVT has an impact on quality of life, which varies according to the frequency of episodes, the duration of SVT, and whether symptoms occur not only with exercise but also at rest (53, 59). In 1 retrospective study in which the records of patients <21 years of age with WPW pattern on the ECG were reviewed, 64% of patients had symptoms at presentation, and an additional 20% developed symptoms during follow-up (60). Modes of presentation included documented SVT in 38%, palpitations in 22%, chest pain in 5%, syncope in 4%, AF in 0.4%, and sudden cardiac death (SCD) in 0.2% (60). Although this was a pediatric population, it provided symptom data that are likely applicable to adults. A confounding factor in diagnosing SVT is the need to differentiate symptoms of SVT from symptoms of panic and anxiety disorders or any condition of heightened awareness of sinus tachycardia (such as postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome). In 1 study, the criteria for panic disorder were fulfilled in 67% of patients with SVT that remained unrecognized after their initial evaluation. Physicians attributed symptoms of SVT to panic, anxiety, or stress in 54% of patients, with women more likely to be mislabeled with panic disorder than men (61).
When AVNRT and AVRT are compared, symptoms appear to differ substantially. Patients with AVNRT more frequently describe symptoms of “shirt flapping” or “neck pounding” (54, 62) that may be related to pulsatile reversed flow when the atria contract against a closed tricuspid valve (cannon a-waves). During 1 invasive study of patients with AVNRT and AVRT, both arrhythmias decreased arterial pressure and increased left atrial pressure, but simulation of SVT mechanism by timing the pacing of the atria and ventricles showed significantly higher left atrial pressure in simulated AVNRT than in simulated AVRT (62). Polyuria is particularly common with AVNRT and is related to higher right atrial pressures and elevated levels of atrial natriuretic protein in patients with AVNRT compared with patients who have AVRT or atrial flutter (63).

True syncope is infrequent with SVT, but complaints of light-headedness are common. In patients with WPW syndrome, syncope should be taken seriously but is not necessarily associated with increased risk of SCD (64). The rate of AVRT is faster when AVRT is induced during exercise (65), yet the rate alone does not explain symptoms of near-syncope. Elderly patients with AVNRT are more prone to syncope or near-syncope than are younger patients, but the tachycardia rate is generally slower in the elderly (66, 67). The drop in blood pressure (BP) during SVT is greatest in the first 10 to 30 seconds and somewhat normalizes within 30 to 60 seconds, despite minimal changes in rate (68, 69). Shorter ventriculoatrial intervals are associated with a greater mean decrease in BP (69). Studies have demonstrated a relationship between hemodynamic changes and the relative timing of atrial and ventricular activation. In a study of patients with AVNRT with short versus long ventriculoatrial intervals, there was no significant difference in tachycardia cycle length (70); however, the induction of typical AVNRT caused a marked initial fall in systemic BP, followed by only partial recovery that resulted in stable hypotension and a reduction in cardiac output due to a decrease in stroke volume. In comparison, atypical AVNRT, having a longer ventriculoatrial interval, exhibited a lesser degree of initial hypotension, a complete recovery of BP, and no significant change in cardiac output (70).

The contrasting hemodynamic responses without significant differences in heart rate during SVT confirm that rate alone does not account for these hemodynamic changes. Atrial contraction on a closed valve might impair pulmonary drainage and lead to neural factors that account for these observations. These findings were confirmed in a study performed in the electrophysiological (EP) laboratory: When pacing was used to replicate the timing of ventricular and atrial activation during SVT, the decrease in BP was greatest with simultaneous ventriculoatrial timing, smaller with a short ventriculoatrial interval, and smallest with a long ventriculoatrial interval (71). An increase in central venous pressure followed the same trend. Sympathetic nerve activity increased with all 3 pacing modalities but was most pronounced with simultaneous atrial and ventricular pacing or a short ventriculoatrial interval.

In a study of the relationship of SVT with driving, 57% of patients with SVT experienced an episode while driving, and 24% of these considered it to be an obstacle to driving (72). This sentiment was most common in patients who had experienced syncope or near-syncope. Among patients who experienced SVT while driving, 77% felt fatigue, 50% had symptoms of near-syncope, and 14% experienced syncope. Women had more symptoms in each category.
See Online Data Supplement 1 for additional data on clinical presentation and differential diagnosis on the basis of symptoms.

2.3.2. Evaluation of the ECG

Figures 1 through 6 provide representative ECGs, with Figure 1 showing ventricular tachycardia (VT) and Figures 2 through 5 showing some of the most common types of these SVTs.

A 12-lead ECG obtained during tachycardia and during sinus rhythm may reveal the etiology of tachycardia. For the patient who describes prior, but not current, symptoms of palpitations, the resting ECG can identify pre-excitation that should prompt a referral to a cardiac electrophysiologist.

A wide-complex tachycardia (QRS duration >120 ms) may represent either VT or a supraventricular rhythm with abnormal conduction. Conduction abnormalities may be due to rate-related aberrant conduction, pre-existing bundle-branch block seen in sinus rhythm, or an accessory pathway that results in pre-excitation (Table 4). The presence of atrioventricular (AV) dissociation (with ventricular rate faster than atrial rate) or fusion complexes—representing dissociation of supraventricular impulses from a ventricular rhythm—provides the diagnosis of VT (Figure 1). Other criteria are useful but not diagnostic. Concordance of the precordial QRS complexes such that all are positive or negative suggests VT or pre-excitation, whereas QRS complexes in tachycardia that are identical to those seen in sinus rhythm are consistent with SVT. Other, more complicated ECG algorithms have been developed to distinguish VT from SVT, such as the Brugada criteria, which rely on an examination of the QRS morphology in the precordial leads (73), and the Vereckei algorithm, which is based on an examination of the QRS complex in lead aVR (74) (Table 5). The failure to correctly identify VT can be potentially life threatening, particularly if misdiagnosis results in VT being treated with verapamil or diltiazem. Adenosine is suggested in the “2010 AHA Guidelines for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and Emergency Cardiovascular Care—Part 8: Adult Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support” (2010 Adult ACLS guideline) (75) if a wide-complex tachycardia is monomorphic, regular, and hemodynamically tolerated, because adenosine may help convert the rhythm to sinus and may help in the diagnosis. When doubt exists, it is safest to assume any wide-complex tachycardia is VT, particularly in patients with known cardiovascular disease, such as prior myocardial infarction.

For a patient presenting in SVT, the 12-lead ECG can potentially identify the arrhythmia mechanism (Figure 7). The tachycardia should first be classified according to whether there is a regular or irregular ventricular rate. An irregular ventricular rate suggests AF, MAT, or atrial flutter with variable AV conduction. When AF is associated with a rapid ventricular response, the irregularity of the ventricular response is less easily detected and can be misdiagnosed as a regular SVT (76). If the atrial rate exceeds the ventricular rate, then atrial flutter or AT (focal or multifocal) is usually present (rare cases of AVNRT with 2:1 conduction have been described (77)).

If the SVT is regular, this may represent AT with 1:1 conduction or an SVT that involves the AV node. Junctional tachycardias, which originate in the AV junction (including the His bundle), can be regular or
irregular, with variable conduction to the atria. SVTs that involve the AV node as a required component of the tachycardia reentrant circuit include AVNRT (Section 6: Figures 2 and 3) and AVRT (Section 7: Figures 4 and 6). In these reentrant tachycardias, the retrogradely conducted P wave may be difficult to discern, especially if bundle-branch block is present. In typical AVNRT, atrial activation is nearly simultaneous with the QRS, so the terminal portion of the P wave is usually located at the end of the QRS complex, appearing as a narrow and negative deflection in the inferior leads (a pseudo S wave) and a slightly positive deflection at the end of the QRS complex in lead V1 (pseudo R'). In orthodromic AVRT (with anterograde conduction down the AV node), the P wave can usually be seen in the early part of the ST-T segment. In typical forms of AVNRT and AVRT, because the P wave is located closer to the prior QRS complex than the subsequent QRS complex, the tachycardias are referred to as having a “short RP.” They also have a 1:1 relationship between the P wave and QRS complex, except in rare cases of AVNRT in which 2:1 AV block or various degrees of AV block can occur. In unusual cases of AVNRT (such as “fast-slow”), the P wave is closer to the subsequent QRS complex, providing a long RP. The RP is also long during an uncommon form of AVRT, referred to as the permanent form of junctional reciprocating tachycardia (PJRT), in which an unusual accessory bypass tract with “decremental” (slowly conducting) retrograde conduction during orthodromic AVRT produces delayed atrial activation and a long RP interval.

A long RP interval is typical of AT because the rhythm is driven by the atrium and conducts normally to the ventricles. In AT, the ECG will typically show a P wave with a morphology that differs from sinus that is usually seen near the end of or shortly after the T wave (Figure 5). In sinus node re-entry tachycardia, a form of focal AT, the P-wave morphology is identical to the P wave in sinus rhythm.
Figure 1. ECG Showing AV Dissociation During VT in a Patient With a Wide–QRS Complex Tachycardia

*P waves are marked with arrows.
AV indicates atrioventricular; ECG, electrocardiogram; and VT, ventricular tachycardia.
Reproduced with permission from Blomström-Lundqvist et al. (11).
Figure 2. Typical AVNRT and Normal Sinus Rhythm After Conversion

**Upper panel:** The arrow points to the P waves, which are inscribed at the end of the QRS complex, seen best in the inferior leads and as a slightly positive R' (pseudo r prime) in lead V1. The reentrant circuit involves anterograde conduction over a
slow atrioventricular node pathway, followed by retrograde conduction in a fast atrioventricular node pathway. Typical AVNRT is a type of short RP tachycardia.

**Middle panel:** When the patient is in sinus rhythm, the arrow indicates where the R' is absent in V1.

**Bottom panels:** Magnified portions of lead V1 in AVNRT (left) and sinus rhythm (right) are shown. AVNRT indicates atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia.

**Figure 3. Atypical AVNRT**

Arrows point to the P wave. The reentrant circuit involves anterograde conduction over a fast atrioventricular node pathway, followed by retrograde conduction in a slow atrioventricular node pathway, resulting in a retrograde P wave (negative polarity in inferior leads) with long RP interval. This ECG does not exclude PJRT or a low septal atrial tachycardia, which can appear very similar to this ECG. AVNRT indicates atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia; ECG, electrocardiogram; and PJRT, permanent form of junctional reciprocating tachycardia.
Figure 4. Orthodromic Atrioventricular Reentrant Tachycardia

Arrows point to the P waves, which are inscribed in the ST segment after the QRS complex. The reentrant circuit involves anterograde conduction over the atrioventricular node, followed by retrograde conduction over an accessory pathway, which results in a retrograde P wave with short RP interval.

Figure 5. Atrial Tachycardia

Arrows point to the P wave, which is inscribed before the QRS complex. The focus of this atrial tachycardia was mapped during electrophysiological study to an area near the left inferior pulmonary vein.

Figure 6. Permanent Form of Junctional Reciprocating Tachycardia (PJRT)
Tachycardia starts after 2 beats of sinus rhythm. Arrows point to the P wave, which is inscribed before the QRS complex. The reentrant circuit involves anterograde conduction over the atrioventricular node, followed by retrograde conduction over a slowly conducting (or decremental) accessory pathway, usually located in the posteroseptal region, to provide a retrograde P wave with long RP interval. This ECG does not exclude atypical AVNRT or a low septal atrial tachycardia, which can appear very similar to this ECG.

AVNRT indicates atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia; ECG, electrocardiogram; and PJRT, permanent form of junctional reciprocating tachycardia.

### Table 4. Differential Diagnosis of Wide–QRS Complex Tachycardia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVT with pre-existing bundle-branch block or intraventricular conduction defect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVT with aberrant conduction due to tachycardia (normal QRS when in sinus rhythm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVT with wide QRS related to electrolyte or metabolic disorder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVT with conduction over an accessory pathway (pre-excitation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paced rhythm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SVT indicates supraventricular tachycardia.

### Table 5. ECG Criteria to Differentiate VT From SVT in Wide-Complex Tachycardia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings or Leads on ECG Assessed</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QRS complex in leads V1-V6 (Brugada criteria) (73)</td>
<td>• Lack of any R-S complexes implies VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• R-S interval (onset of R wave to nadir of S wave) &gt;100 ms in any precordial lead implies VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRS complex in aVR (Vereckei algorithm) (74)</td>
<td>• Presence of initial R wave implies VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Initial R or Q wave &gt;40 ms implies VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presence of a notch on the descending limb at the onset of a predominantly negative QRS implies VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV dissociation*</td>
<td>• Presence of AV dissociation (with ventricular rate faster than atrial rate) or fusion complexes implies VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRS complexes in precordial leads all positive or all negative (concordant)</td>
<td>• Suggests VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRS in tachycardia that is identical to sinus rhythm (78)</td>
<td>• Suggests SVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-wave peak time in lead II SVT (78)</td>
<td>• R-wave peak time ≥50 ms suggests VT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*AV dissociation is also a component of the Brugada criteria (73).
AV indicates atrioventricular; ECG, electrocardiogram; SVT, supraventricular tachycardia; and VT, ventricular tachycardia.
Patients with junctional tachycardia may mimic the pattern of slow-fast AVNRT and may show AV dissociation and/or marked irregularity in the junctional rate.

*RP refers to the interval from the onset of surface QRS to the onset of visible P wave (note that the 90-ms interval is defined from the surface ECG (79), as opposed to the 70-ms ventriculoatrial interval that is used for intracardiac diagnosis (80)).
AV indicates atrioventricular; AVNRT, atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia; AVRT, atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia; ECG, electrocardiogram; MAT, multifocal atrial tachycardia; and PJRT, permanent form of junctional reentrant tachycardia.

Modified with permission from Blomström-Lundqvist et al. (11).

2.4. Principles of Medical Therapy

See Figure 8 for the algorithm for acute treatment of tachycardia of unknown mechanism; Figure 9 for the algorithm for ongoing management of tachycardia of unknown mechanism; Table 6 for acute drug therapy for SVT (intravenous administration); and Table 7 for ongoing drug therapy for SVT (oral administration).

2.4.1. Acute Treatment: Recommendations

Because patients with SVT account for approximately 50,000 emergency department visits each year (81), emergency medicine physicians may be the first to evaluate patients whose tachycardia mechanism is unknown and to have the opportunity to diagnose the mechanism of arrhythmia. It is important to record a 12-lead ECG to differentiate tachycardia mechanisms according to whether the AV node is an obligate component (Section 2.3.2), because treatment that targets the AV node will not reliably terminate tachycardias that are not AV node dependent. Also, if the QRS duration is >120 ms, it is crucial to distinguish VT from SVT with aberrant conduction, pre-existing bundle-branch block, or pre-excitation (Table 4). In particular, the administration of verapamil or diltiazem for treatment of either VT or a pre-excited AF may lead to hemodynamic compromise or may accelerate the ventricular rate and lead to ventricular fibrillation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>1. Vagal maneuvers are recommended for acute treatment in patients with regular SVT (82-84).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For acute conversion of SVT, vagal maneuvers, including Valsalva and carotid sinus massage, can be performed quickly and should be the first-line intervention to terminate SVT. These maneuvers should be performed with the patient in the supine position. Vagal maneuvers typically will not be effective if the rhythm does not involve the AV node as a requisite component of a reentrant circuit. There is no “gold standard” for proper Valsalva maneuver technique but, in general, the patient raises intrathoracic pressure by bearing down against a closed glottis for 10 to 30 seconds, equivalent to at least 30 mm Hg to 40 mm Hg (82, 84). Carotid massage is performed after absence of bruit has been confirmed by auscultation, by applying steady pressure over the right or left carotid sinus for 5 to 10 seconds (83, 84). Another vagal maneuver based on the classic diving reflex consists of applying an ice-cold, wet towel to the face (85); in a laboratory setting, facial immersion in water at 10°C (50°F) has proved effective in terminating tachycardia, as well (86). One study involving 148 patients with SVT demonstrated that Valsalva was more successful than carotid sinus massage, and switching from 1 technique to the other resulted in an overall success rate of 27.7% (82). The practice of applying pressure to the eyeball is potentially dangerous and has been abandoned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplements 2 and 3.

| I   | B-R | 2. Adenosine is recommended for acute treatment in patients with regular SVT (42, 51, 83, 87-92). |
|     |     | Adenosine has been shown in nonrandomized trials in the emergency department or prehospital setting to effectively terminate SVT that is due to either AVNRT or AVRT, with success rates ranging from 78% to 96%. Although patients may experience side effects, such as chest discomfort, shortness of breath, and flushing, serious adverse effects are rare because of the drug’s very short half-life (93). Adenosine may also be useful diagnostically, to unmask atrial flutter or AT, but it is uncommon for adenosine to terminate these atrial arrhythmias (91). It should be administered via proximal IV as a rapid bolus infusion. |

See Online Data Supplements 2 and 3.
followed by a saline flush. Continuous ECG recording during adenosine administration may help diagnostically and can also distinguish drug failure due to failure to terminate the arrhythmias versus successful termination with immediate arrhythmia reinitiation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>B-NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>Synchronized cardioversion is recommended for acute treatment in patients with hemodynamically unstable SVT when vagal maneuvers or adenosine are ineffective or not feasible</strong> (94).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sinus rhythm must be promptly restored in patients with SVT who are hemodynamically unstable. The safety and effectiveness of cardioversion in the prehospital setting was analyzed in a cohort of patients with hemodynamically unstable SVT who had failed to convert with vagal maneuvers and intravenous pharmacological therapy, and cardioversion successfully restored sinus rhythm in all patients (94). The 2010 adult ACLS guideline (75) advises synchronized cardioversion for any persistent SVT resulting in hypotension, acutely altered mental status, signs of shock, chest pain, or acute heart failure symptoms but recommends that adenosine be considered first if the tachycardia is regular and has a narrow QRS complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>B-NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>Synchronized cardioversion is recommended for acute treatment in patients with hemodynamically stable SVT when pharmacological therapy is ineffective or contraindicated</strong> (87, 95).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synchronized cardioversion is highly effective in terminating SVT (including AVRT and AVNRT), and when the patient is stable, this is performed after adequate sedation or anesthesia (94). Most stable patients with SVT respond to pharmacological therapy, with conversion success rates of 80% to 98% for agents such as verapamil, diltiazem, or adenosine. In some resistant cases, a second drug bolus or higher dose of initial drug agent might prove effective (87, 96). Nevertheless, in rare instances, drugs may fail to successfully restore sinus rhythm, and cardioversion will be necessary. Synchronized cardioversion is inappropriate if the SVT is terminating and reinitiating spontaneously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>B-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><strong>Intravenous diltiazem or verapamil can be effective for acute treatment in patients with hemodynamically stable SVT (87, 89, 92, 97).</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intravenous diltiazem and verapamil have been shown to terminate SVT in 64% to 98% of patients. These drugs should be used only in hemodynamically stable patients. A slow infusion of either drug up to 20 minutes may lessen the potential for hypotension (97). It is important to ensure that tachycardia is not due to VT or pre-excited AF because patients with these rhythms who are given diltiazem or verapamil may become hemodynamically unstable or may have accelerated ventricular rate, which may lead to ventricular fibrillation. These agents are especially useful in patients who cannot tolerate beta blockers or experience recurrence after conversion with adenosine. Diltiazem and verapamil are not appropriate for patients with suspected systolic heart failure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><strong>Intravenous beta blockers are reasonable for acute treatment in patients with hemodynamically stable SVT (96).</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence for the effectiveness of beta blockers in terminating SVT is limited. In a trial that compared esmolol with diltiazem, diltiazem was more effective in terminating SVT (96). Nonetheless, beta blockers have an excellent safety profile, so it is reasonable to use intravenous beta blockers to attempt to terminate SVT in hemodynamically stable patients.
Figure 8. Acute Treatment of Regular SVT of Unknown Mechanism

Regular SVT

Vagal maneuvers and/or IV adenosine (Class I)

If ineffective or not feasible

Hemodynamically stable

Yes

IV beta blockers, IV diltiazem, or IV verapamil (Class IIa)

Synchronized cardioversion* (Class I)

No

Synchronized cardioversion* (Class I)

If ineffective or not feasible

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 1; drugs listed alphabetically.

*For rhythms that break or recur spontaneously, synchronized cardioversion is not appropriate.

IV indicates intravenous; and SVT, supraventricular tachycardia.

2.4.2. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

The recommendations and algorithm (Figure 9) for ongoing management, along with other recommendations and algorithms for specific SVTs that follow, are meant to include consideration of patient preferences and clinical judgment; this may include consideration of consultation with a cardiologist or clinical cardiac electrophysiologist, as well as patient comfort with possible invasive diagnostic and therapeutic intervention. Recommendations for treatment options (including drug therapy, ablation, or observation) must be considered in
In the context of frequency and duration of the SVT, along with clinical manifestations, such as symptoms or adverse consequences (e.g., development of cardiomyopathy).

### COR | LOE | Recommendations
--- | --- | ---
I | B-R | 1. Oral beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil is useful for ongoing management in patients with symptomatic SVT who do not have ventricular pre-excitation during sinus rhythm (46, 98, 99).

See Online Data Supplement 2.

Although many patients prefer to undergo potentially curative therapy with ablation, given its high success rate, and although ablation may be mandatory therapy for patients in certain occupations (e.g., pilots, bus drivers), patients may prefer not to undergo ablation or may not have access to a cardiac electrophysiologist. In these latter cases, pharmacological therapy with AV nodal blockers is an appropriate option for long-term prophylactic therapy. Pharmacological therapy with verapamil (dosage up to 480 mg/d) has been studied in RCTs, with reductions documented in SVT episode frequency and duration as recorded by Holter monitoring or subjective episode frequency recording in diaries (98). Evidence for beta blockers is limited. One small study randomized patients with SVT to digoxin (0.375 mg/d), propranolol (240 mg/d), or verapamil (480 mg/d), with 1 week of placebo washout between drug regimens (99). Reduction in the number of episodes and duration of SVT (ascertained by diary and weekly 24-h Holter) was similar among the treatment groups, and all 3 medications were well tolerated (99).

I | B-NR | 2. EP study with the option of ablation is useful for the diagnosis and potential treatment of SVT (36, 100-106).

See Online Data Supplement 2.

EP testing with the option of ablation is useful as first-line therapy for treatment of symptomatic SVT, as it provides the potential for definitive cure without the need for chronic pharmacological therapy. Large registry studies report high success rates for ablation of both AVNRT and AVRT, with infrequent but potentially serious complications (Table 8).

I | C-LD | 3. Patients with SVT should be educated on how to perform vagal maneuvers for ongoing management of SVT (82).

See Online Data Supplement 2.

When properly performed, vagal maneuvers can terminate SVT, so patient education on this maneuver may help to avoid a more prolonged tachycardia episode and reduce the need to seek medical attention. Vagal maneuvers should be performed with the patient in the supine position. Patients can be taught to perform a Valsalva maneuver by forcefully exhaling against a closed airway for 10 to 30 seconds, equivalent to at least 30 mm Hg to 40 mm Hg (82, 84). Another vagal maneuver based on the classic diving reflex consists of applying an ice-cold, wet towel to the face (85).

IIa | B-R | 1. Flecainide or propafenone is reasonable for ongoing management in patients without structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease who have symptomatic SVT and are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (45, 46, 107-112).

See Online Data Supplement 2.

Several RCTs have demonstrated the efficacy of daily therapy with propafenone (450 mg/d to 900 mg/d) or flecainide (100 mg/d to 300 mg/d) to prevent recurrences of SVT in symptomatic patients (45, 46, 107-112). In 1 RCT, the probability of 12 months of effective (defined as ≤2 attacks of arrhythmia) and safe treatment was 86% for propafenone and 93% for flecainide (109). However, flecainide and propafenone have a risk of proarrhythmia in patients with structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease, so these drugs are contraindicated in these patient groups (113). These drugs, though often effective, have potential side effects and as such should be reserved for patients for whom beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil are ineffective or cannot be prescribed.

IIb | B-R | 1. Sotalol may be reasonable for ongoing management in patients with symptomatic SVT who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (114).
Sotalol is a class III antiarrhythmic agent with beta-blocker properties. Unlike flecainide and propafenone, it can be used in patients with structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease. One study randomized patients with reentrant SVT (AVNRT or AVRT) or other atrial tachyarrhythmias (e.g., AF, atrial flutter, AT) to sotalol at a dose of 80 mg or 160 mg twice daily or placebo and found significant reductions in recurrence risk, including for patients with reentrant SVT, with no proarrhythmic adverse effects (114). Because of the potential for proarrhythmia, sotalol should be reserved for patients who are not candidates for catheter ablation and for whom beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil are ineffective or cannot be prescribed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>B-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Dofetilide may be reasonable for ongoing management in patients with symptomatic SVT who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation and in whom beta blockers, diltiazem, flecainide, propafenone, or verapamil are ineffective or contraindicated (107).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dofetilide is a class III antiarrhythmic agent that, unlike sotalol, does not have beta-blocker properties. It may be reasonable in patients with structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease. In a trial of 122 patients randomized to dofetilide, propafenone, or placebo, the probability of remaining free of SVT after 6 months of treatment was 50% for dofetilide, 54% for propafenone, and 6% for placebo, with p<0.001 for either dofetilide or propafenone compared with placebo (107). Because of the potential for proarrhythmia, dofetilide should be reserved for patients who are not candidates for catheter ablation and for whom beta blockers, diltiazem, flecainide, verapamil, or propafenone are ineffective or cannot be prescribed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Oral amiodarone may be considered for ongoing management in patients with symptomatic SVT who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation and in whom beta blockers, diltiazem, flecainide, propafenone, sotalol, or verapamil are ineffective or contraindicated (115).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence for amiodarone for the ongoing management of SVT is limited. The drug was evaluated in a small retrospective study and was found to be effective in suppressing AVNRT during outpatient follow-up (115). Amiodarone is a second-line agent for patients who are not able to take beta blockers, diltiazem, dofetilide, flecainide, propafenone, sotalol, or verapamil given the toxicity and side effects that may develop with long-term amiodarone therapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Oral digoxin may be reasonable for ongoing management in patients with symptomatic SVT without pre-excitation who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (99).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence for the use of digoxin is limited. One small study randomized patients with SVT to digoxin (0.375 mg/d), propranolol (240 mg/d), and verapamil (480 mg/d), with 1 week of placebo washout between drug regimens (99). Overall, episodes and duration of SVT (ascertained by diary and weekly 24-h Holter) were similar, and all 3 medications were well tolerated (99). However, the dose of digoxin used was higher than that commonly used in clinical practice today, and in view of the risk of toxicity, digoxin should be reserved for patients who cannot take beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil or a class Ic agent (flecainide or propafenone) and must be used with caution in the presence of renal dysfunction. In some clinical studies, digoxin levels >1.2 ng/mL were associated with worse clinical outcomes, while levels <0.8 ng/mL were considered optimal; therefore, caution is advised (116).
Figure 9. Ongoing Management of SVT of Unknown Mechanism
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Drug options

Beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil, (in the absence of pre-excitation) (Class I)

Flecainide or propafenone (in the absence of SHD) (Class IIa)

Amiodarone, dofetilide, or sotalol (Class IIb)

Digoxin (in the absence of pre-excitation) (Class IIb)

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 1; drugs listed alphabetically.
*Clinical follow-up without treatment is also an option.
EP indicated electrophysiological; pt, patient; SHD, structural heart disease (including ischemic heart disease); SVT, supraventricular tachycardia; and VT, ventricular tachycardia.
Table 6. Acute Drug Therapy for SVT, Intravenous Administration*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug†</th>
<th>Initial Dose</th>
<th>Subsequent or Maintenance Dose</th>
<th>Potential Adverse Effects</th>
<th>Precautions (Exclude or Use With Caution) and Interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nucleoside</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Adenosine     | 6-mg rapid IV bolus (injected into IV as proximal or as close to the heart as possible), administered over 1–2 s, followed by rapid saline flush | If no result within 1–2 min, 12-mg rapid IV bolus; can repeat 12-mg dose 1 time. The safe use of 18-mg bolus doses has been reported (117). | Transient AV block, flushing, chest pain, hypotension, or dyspnea, AF can be initiated or cause decompensation in the presence of pre-excitation, PVCs / ventricular tachycardia, bronchospasm (rare), or coronary steal. Minor side effects are usually transient because of adenosine’s very short half-life. | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Concomitant use of verapamil or digoxin  
• WPW                                                                 |
| **Beta blockers**|                                                                              |                               |                                                                                          |                                                                                                                          |
| Esmolol       | 500-mcg/kg IV bolus over 1 min                                               | Infusion at 50–300 mcg/kg/min, with repeat boluses between each dosing increase | Hypotension, worsening HF, bronchospasm, bradycardia                                                                       | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Decompensated systolic HF  
• Hypotension  
• Cardiogenic shock  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Renal dysfunction  
• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties                                                                 |
| Metoprolol tartrate | 2.5–5.0-mg IV bolus over 2 min                                           | Can repeat 2.5-to 5.0-mg IV bolus in 10 min, up to 3 doses    | Hypotension, worsening HF, bronchospasm, bradycardia                                                                       | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Decompensated systolic HF  
• Hypotension  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties                                                                 |
| Propranolol   | 1 mg IV over 1 min                                                           | Can repeat 1 mg IV at 2-min intervals, up to 3 doses            | Hypotension, worsening HF, bronchospasm, bradycardia                                                                       | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Cardiogenic shock  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Decompensated HF  
• Hypotension  
• Hepatic or renal dysfunction  
• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties                                                                 |
| Nondihydropyridine calcium channel antagonists |                                                                      |                               |                                                                                          |                                                                                                                          |
| Diltiazem     | 0.25-mg/kg IV bolus over 2 min                                              | Infusion at 5–10 mg/h, up to 15 mg/h                            | Hypotension, worsening HF in patients with pre-existing ventricular                                                     | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• WPW with AF / atrial flutter                                                                                           |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dose/Concentration</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verapamil</td>
<td>5–10-mg (0.075–0.15-mg/kg) IV bolus over 2 min</td>
<td>If no response, can give an additional 10 mg (0.15 mg/kg) 30 min after first dose; then infusion at 0.005 mg/kg/min. Hypotension, worsening HF in patients with pre-existing ventricular dysfunction, pulmonary edema in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, bradycardia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac glycosides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digoxin</td>
<td>0.25–0.5-mg IV bolus</td>
<td>Can repeat 0.25-mg IV bolus, up to maximum dose of 1.0 mg over 24 h (i.e., maximum loading dose 8–12 mcg/kg), given at 6–8-h intervals; maintenance dose based on patient’s age, lean body weight, renal function, and Anorexia, nausea, vomiting, visual changes and cardiac arrhythmias if digoxin toxicity (associated with levels &gt;2 ng/mL, although symptoms may also occur at lower levels).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Hypotension‡
- Decompensated systolic HF/LV dysfunction
- Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties
- Hepatic or renal dysfunction
- Diltiazem is a substrate of CYP3A4 (major) and a moderate CYP3A4 inhibitor
- Apixaban, itraconazole, bosutinib, ceritinib, cilostazol, cyclosporine, everolimus, ibrutinib, idelalisib, ivabradine, lomitapide, olaparib, posaconazole, ranolazine, rifampin, simprevir, voriconazole

- AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)
- Decompensated systolic HF/LV dysfunction
- Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties
- Hypotension‡
- Cardiogenic shock
- WPW with AF / atrial flutter
- Hepatic or renal dysfunction
- Verapamil is a moderate CYP3A4 inhibitor and also inhibits P-glycoprotein
- Contraindicated with dofetilide
- Itraconazole, bosutinib, ceritinib, cilostazol, colchicine, cyclosporine, everolimus, dabigatran, edoxaban, flecainide, ibrutinib, ivabradine, olaparib, posaconazole, ranolazine, rivaroxaban, rifampin, silodosin, simvastatin, topotecan, trabectedin, vincristine, voriconazole, grapefruit juice

- Renal dysfunction
- WPW with AF / atrial flutter
- AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)
- Drugs with AV nodal-blocking properties
- Digoxin is a P-glycoprotein substrate
- Dronedarone (reduce dose by at least 50%), amiodarone (reduce dose by 30%–50%)
- Verapamil, clarithromycin, cyclosporine, erythromycin, flecainide, itraconazole, posaconazole, propafenone, voriconazole: Monitor digoxin levels
A large retrospective study suggested an increased risk in mortality in patients who were treated with digoxin for newly diagnosed AF or atrial flutter; although the data were collected from a population that was different from SVT patients, digoxin should be used with caution (118).

### Class III antiarrhythmic agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Concomitant drugs (IV 2.4–3.6 mcg/kg/d)</th>
<th><strong>Side Effects</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amiodarone</td>
<td>Infusion at 1 mg/min (360 mg) over next 6 h; then 0.5 mg/min (540 mg) over remaining 18 h</td>
<td>Hypotension, bradycardia, phlebitis, QT prolongation, torsades de pointes (rare), increased INR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sinus or AV conduction disease (in absence of pacemaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inflammatory lung disease (acute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hepatic dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amiodarone is a substrate of and inhibits p-glycoprotein and CYP2C9 (moderate), CYP2D6 (moderate), and CYP3A4 (weak); amiodarone is a substrate for CYP3A4 (major) and CYP2C8 (major); amiodarone is an inhibitor of OCT2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce warfarin dose by 50% and reduce digoxin dose by 30%–50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agalsidase alfa, agalsidase beta, azithromycin, bosutinib, ceritinib, colchicine, dabigatran, edoxaban, flecaïnide, ivabradine, ledipasvir/sofosbuvir, lopinavir, lopinavir/ritonavir, lovastatin, nelfinavir, pazopanib, propafenone, simvastatin, ritonavir, rivaroxaban, saquinavir, sofosbuvir, topotecan, vincristine, grapefruit juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibutilide</td>
<td>Contraindicated when QTc &gt;440 ms; 1 mg over 10 min (if ≥60 kg); if &lt;60 kg, then 0.01 mg/kg</td>
<td>Can repeat 1 mg once, if the arrhythmia does not terminate within 10 min §</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes, AV block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prolonged QT interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>History of torsades de pointes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid other QT interval–prolonging drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Concurrent administration of high-dose magnesium has been associated with enhanced efficacy and safety (119, 120)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For this reference table, drugs are presented in alphabetical order within the drug classes, not by COR and LOE.

*When 1 drug is used in combination with other drugs, appropriate dosing adjustments should be made with consideration of at least additive effects during dosage titration. All potential drug–drug interactions are not included in this list. For a more detailed list of drug–drug interactions, clinicians should consult additional resources.

‡If hypotension is a consideration, a slow infusion of diltiazem (2.5 mg/min) or verapamil (1 mg/min) for up to 20 minutes may lessen the potential for hypotension (92).

§The infusion should be stopped as soon as the arrhythmia is terminated or in the event of sustained or nonsustained ventricular tachycardia or marked prolongation of QT or corrected QT interval.

¶QTc calculation used the Bazett’s Formula in most clinical studies. Patients should be observed with continuous ECG monitoring for at least 4 h after infusion or until QTc has returned to baseline.

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; AV, atrioventricular; BID, twice daily; CrCl, creatinine clearance; ECG, electrocardiogram/electrocardiographic; HF, heart failure; INR, international normalized ratio; LV, left ventricular; QD, once daily; QID, four times a day; QTc, corrected QT interval; SA, sinoatrial; SVT, supraventricular tachycardia; TID, 3-times a day; and WPW, Wolff-Parkinson-White.
Table 7. Ongoing Drug Therapy for SVT, Oral Administration*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug†</th>
<th>Initial Daily Dose(s)</th>
<th>Maximum Total Daily Maintenance Dose</th>
<th>Potential Adverse Effects</th>
<th>Precautions (Exclude or Use With Caution) and Interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beta blockers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Atenolol                      | 25–50 mg QD           | 100 mg QD (reduced dosing in patients with severe renal dysfunction) | Hypotension, bronchospasm, bradycardia | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Decompensated systolic HF  
• Hypotension  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Severe renal dysfunction  
• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties |
| Metoprolol tartrate           | 25 mg BID             | 200 mg BID                           | Hypotension, bronchospasm, bradycardia | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Decompensated systolic HF  
• Hypotension  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties |
| Metoprolol succinate (long-acting) | 50 mg QD             | 400 mg QD                           | Hypotension, bronchospasm, bradycardia | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Decompensated systolic HF  
• Hypotension  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties |
| Nadolol                       | 40 mg QD              | 320 mg QD (reduced dosage with renal impairment) | Hypotension, bronchospasm, bradycardia | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Cardiogenic shock  
• Decompensated HF  
• Hypotension  
• Renal dysfunction  
• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties |
| Propranolol                   | 30–60 mg in divided or single dose with long-acting formulations | 40–160 mg in divided or single dose with long-acting formulations | Hypotension, worsening HF, bronchospasm, bradycardia | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)  
• Reactive airway disease  
• Decompensated systolic HF  
• Hypotension  
• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties |
| **Nondihydropyridine calcium channel antagonists** |                       |                                      |                           |                                                          |
| Diltiazem                     | 120 mg daily in divided or single dose with long-  | 360 mg daily in divided or single dose with long-  | Hypotension, worsening HF in | • AV block greater than first degree or SA node |

* SVT: Supraventricular tachycardia

† Oral therapy can be tailored based on individual response and side effect profile.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acting formulations</th>
<th>Acting formulations</th>
<th>Patients with pre-existing ventricular dysfunction, bradycardia, abnormal liver function studies, acute hepatic injury (rare)</th>
<th>Dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verapamil</td>
<td>120 mg daily in divided or single dose with long-acting formulations</td>
<td>Hypotension, worsening HF in patients with pre-existing ventricular dysfunction, pulmonary edema in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, bradycardia, abnormal liver function studies</td>
<td>Av block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>480 mg daily in divided or single dose with long-acting formulations</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decompensated systolic HF / severe LV dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hypotension‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WPW with AF / atrial flutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diltiazem is a substrate of CYP3A4 (major) and a moderate CYP3A4 inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apixaban, itraconazole, bosutinib, ceritinib, cilostazol, cyclosporine, everolimus, ibrutinib, idelalisib, ivabradine, lomitapide, olaparib, ranolazine, rifampin, simeprevir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cardiac Glycosides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardiac Glycoside</th>
<th>Loading</th>
<th>Maintenance</th>
<th>Side Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digoxin</td>
<td>0.5 mg, with additional 0.125–0.25-mg doses administered at 6–8-h intervals until evidence of adequate effect (maximum dose 8–12 mcg/kg over 24 h)</td>
<td>0.25 mg QD, with dosing based on patient’s age, lean body weight, and renal function and drug interactions; occasionally down to 0.0625 mg in cases of renal impairment (trough serum digoxin)</td>
<td>Bradycardia, heart block, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, visual changes and cardiac arrhythmias in cases of digoxin toxicity (associated with renal dysfunction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Renal dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• WPW with AF / atrial flutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• AV block greater than first degree or SA node dysfunction (in absence of pacemaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduce dose by 30%–50% when administering with grapefruit juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Ic antiarrhythmic agents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flecainide</td>
<td>50 mg every 12 h (PR and QRS intervals should be monitored. May consider monitoring flecainide plasma levels, keeping trough plasma levels below 0.7–1.0 mcg/mL)</td>
<td>150 mg every 12 h (PR and QRS intervals should be monitored. May consider monitoring flecainide plasma levels, keeping trough plasma levels below 0.7–1.0 mcg/mL)</td>
<td>Atrial flutter with 1:1 AV conduction§, QT prolongation, torsades de pointes, worsening HF, bradycardia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propafenone</td>
<td>150 mg every 8 h (immediate release); 225 mg every 12 h (extended release)</td>
<td>300 mg every 8 h (immediate release); 425 mg every 12 h (extended release) (PR and QRS interval should be monitored. Consider dosage reduction with hepatic impairment)</td>
<td>Atrial flutter with 1:1 AV conduction§, QT prolongation, torsades de pointes, bradycardia, bronchospasm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Class III antiarrhythmic agents

| Amiodarone | 400–600 mg QD in divided doses for 2-4 wk (loading dose); followed by 100–200 mg QD (maintenance dose) | Up to 1200 mg QD may be considered in an inpatient monitoring setting (loading dose); up to 200 mg QD maintenance (to minimize long-term adverse effects) | Bradycardia, QT prolongation, torsades de pointes (rare), gastrointestinal upset, constipation, hypothyroidism, sinus or AV conduction disease (in absence of pacemaker), inflammatory lung disease, hepatic dysfunction, hyperthyroidism, peripheral neuropathy |

Amiodarone and by 50% when administering with dronedarone
- Monitor digoxin concentrations with verapamil, clarithromycin, erythromycin, itraconazole, cyclosporine, propafenone, flecainide
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dofetilide</th>
<th>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</th>
<th>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</th>
<th>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</th>
<th>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500 mcg every 12 h (if CrCl &gt;60 mL/min)</td>
<td>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 mcg every 12 h (if CrCl 40–60 mL/min)</td>
<td>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 mcg every 12 h (if CrCl 20 to &lt;40 mL/min)</td>
<td>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not recommended if CrCl &lt;20 mL/min</td>
<td>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjust dose for renal function, body size, and age</td>
<td>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate for minimum of 3 d in a facility that can provide continuous ECG monitoring and cardiac resuscitation</td>
<td>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraindicated if the baseline QTc interval or QTc &gt;440 ms or 500 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities</td>
<td>Repeat ECG 2–3 h after administering the first dose to determine QTc; if the QTc increased by &gt;15% compared with baseline or if QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), subsequent dosing should be down titrated by 50%; at 2–3 h after each subsequent dose, determine QTc (for inhospital doses 2–5); if at any time after the second dose the QTc is &gt;500 ms (550 ms in patients with ventricular conduction abnormalities), dofetilide should be discontinued</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Abnormal gait / ataxia
- Optic neuritis
- Drugs with SA and/or AV nodal–blocking properties
- Amiodarone is a substrate of and inhibits p-glycoprotein and CYP2C9 (moderate), CYP2D6 (moderate), and CYP3A4 (weak); amiodarone is a substrate for CYP3A4 (major) and CYP2C8 (major); amiodarone is an inhibitor of OCT2
- Reduce warfarin dose by 50%, and reduce digoxin dose by 30%–50%
- Agalsidase alfa, agalsidase beta, azithromycin, bosutinib, ceritinib, colchicine, dabigatran, edoxaban, flecainide, ivabradine, ledipasvir/sofosbuvir, lopinavir, lopinavir/ritonavir, lovastatin, nelfinavir, pazopanib, propafenone, simvastatin, ritonavir, rivaroxaban, saquinavir, sofosbuvir, topotecan, vincristine, grapefruit juice

- Severe renal dysfunction (contraindicated if CrCl <20 mL/min)
- Prolonged QT
- History of torsades de pointes
- Concomitant use of hydrochlorothiazide, cimetidine, dolutegravir, itraconazole, ketoconazole, megestrol, trimethoprim, prochlorperazine trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole or verapamil, contraindicated
- Avoid other QT-prolonging drugs
### Sotalol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dosage</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Contraindications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40–80 mg every 12 h (Patients initiated or reinitiated on sotalol should be placed in a facility that can provide cardiac resuscitation and continuous electrocardiographic monitoring for a minimum of 3 d. Contraindicated if the QTc interval is &gt;450 ms. CrCl should be calculated before dosing. If CrCl &gt;60 mL/min, then dosing frequency is twice daily. If CrCl 40-60 mL/min, dosing interval is every 24 h. If CrCl &lt;40 mL/min, should not be used.)</td>
<td>160 mg every 12 h (During initiation and titration, the QT interval should be monitored 2–4 h after each dose. If the QT interval prolongs to ≥500 ms, the dose must be reduced or the drug discontinued.)</td>
<td>QT prolongation, torsades de pointes, bradycardia, bronchospasm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Miscellaneous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Contraindications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ivabradine</td>
<td>5 mg BID</td>
<td>7.5 mg BID</td>
<td>Phosphenes, AF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Concomitant drugs that can exacerbate bradycardia
- Contraindicated in decompensated HF
- Contraindicated if BP <90/50 mm Hg
- Contraindicated in severe hepatic impairment
- Hypertension
- Ivabradine is a substrate of CYP3A4 (major)
- Avoid use with concomitant strong CYP3A4 inhibitors (boceprevir, clarithromycin, indinavir, itraconazole, lopinavir/ritonavir, nelfinavir, ritonavir, saquinavir, telaprevir, posaconazole, voriconazole)
- Avoid use with strong CYP3A4 inducers (carbamazepine, phenytoin, rifampin, St. John’s wort)
- Avoid use with diltiazem, verapamil, grapefruit juice

Note: For this reference table, drugs are presented in alphabetical order within the drug classes, not by COR and LOE.

*When 1 drug is used in combination with other drugs, appropriate dosing adjustments should be made with consideration of at least additive effects during dosage titration. All potential drug–drug interactions and adverse reactions are not included in this list. For a more detailed list of drug interactions and adverse responses, clinicians should consult additional resources; for example, www.crediblemeds.org may be consulted for potential prolongation of the QT interval.

§Recommended given in conjunction with a beta blocker or nondihydropyridine calcium channel antagonist.

**QTc calculation used the Bazett’s Formula in most clinical studies.**

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; AV, atrioventricular; BID, twice daily; BP, blood pressure; CrCl, creatinine clearance; ECG, electrocardiogram/electrocardiographic; HF, heart failure; INR, international normalized ratio; LV, left ventricular; QD,
once daily; QID, 4 times a day; QTc, corrected QT interval; SA, sinoatrial; SVT, supraventricular tachycardia; TID, 3 times a day; and WPW, Wolff-Parkinson-White.

### Table 8. Success and Complication Rates for Ablation of SVT*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrhythmia</th>
<th>Acute Success</th>
<th>Recurrence Rate</th>
<th>Major Complications</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common SVTs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVNRT</td>
<td>96%–97% (102, 103)</td>
<td>5% (103)</td>
<td>• Overall 3% (102) • PPM 0.7% (102) • Death 0% (102)</td>
<td>(102, 103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVRT / accessory pathway</td>
<td>93% (102, 103)</td>
<td>8% (103)</td>
<td>• Overall 2.8% (102) • PPM 0.3% (102) • Death 0.1% (102) • Tamponade 0.4% (102)</td>
<td>(102, 103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTI-dependent atrial flutter</td>
<td>97% (102)</td>
<td>10.6% atrial flutter (121), 33% atrial fibrillation (121)</td>
<td>• Overall 0.5% (102) • PPM 0.2% (102) • Pericardial effusion 0.3% (102)</td>
<td>(102, 103, 121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less common SVTs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal AT</td>
<td>80%–100%</td>
<td>4%–27%</td>
<td>&lt;1%–2%</td>
<td>(122-129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JT</td>
<td>82%–85%</td>
<td>0–18%</td>
<td>0–18% CHB (overall complications N/A)</td>
<td>(130-132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non–CTI-dependent atrial flutter</td>
<td>73%–100%</td>
<td>7%–53%</td>
<td>0–7%</td>
<td>(122, 133-140)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data in this table are derived from multiple observational studies and registries, and as such may not always reflect current practice.

AT indicates atrial tachycardia; AVNRT, atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia; AVRT, atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia; CHB, complete heart block; CTI, cavotricuspid isthmus; JT, junctional tachycardia; N/A, not available; PPM, permanent pacemaker; and SVT, supraventricular tachycardia.

### 2.5. Basic Principles of Electrophysiological Study, Mapping, and Ablation

#### 2.5.1. Mapping With Multiple and Roving Electrodes

An invasive EP study permits the precise diagnosis of the underlying arrhythmia mechanism and localization of the site of origin and provides definitive treatment if coupled with catheter ablation. There are standards that define the equipment and training of personnel for optimal performance of EP study (141). EP studies involve placement of multielectrode catheters in the heart at ≥1 sites in the atria, ventricles, or coronary sinus. Pacing and programmed electrical stimulation may be performed with or without pharmacological provocation. Making a precise and correct diagnosis of the mechanism of SVT is the key to successful outcome, particularly when multiple arrhythmia mechanisms are possible; as such, appropriate diagnostic maneuvers should be performed before proceeding with ablation. By using diagnostic maneuvers during the EP study, the mechanism of SVT can be defined in most cases (80, 142). Complications of diagnostic EP studies are rare but can be life threatening (143).

Cardiac mapping is performed during EP studies to identify the site of origin of an arrhythmia or areas of critical conduction to allow targeting of ablation. Multiple techniques have been developed to characterize the temporal and spatial distribution of electrical activation (144). The simplest technique uses several multipole catheters plus a roving catheter that is sequentially positioned in different regions of interest and measures local activation time. Electroanatomic mapping systems and specialized multielectrode catheters, such as circular or
multispline catheters, can map simultaneously from multiple sites and improve the speed and resolution of mapping.

2.5.2. Tools to Facilitate Ablation, Including 3-Dimensional Electroanatomic Mapping
Several tools have been developed to facilitate arrhythmia mapping and ablation, including electroanatomic 3-dimensional mapping and magnetic navigation. Potential benefits of these technologies include more precise definition or localization of arrhythmia mechanism, spatial display of catheters and arrhythmia activation, reduction in fluoroscopy exposure for the patient and staff, and shortened procedure times, particularly for complex arrhythmias or anatomy (145). Disadvantages include higher cost, as well as additional training, support, and procedure preparation time. Several studies have demonstrated the advantages of electroanatomic mapping, with success rates comparable to conventional approaches yet with significant reduction in fluoroscopy times (145-148).

2.5.3. Mapping and Ablation With No or Minimal Radiation
Fluoroscopy has historically been the primary imaging modality used for EP studies. The use of ionizing radiation puts patient, operator, and laboratory staff at risk of the short- and long-term effects of radiation exposure. Attention to optimal fluoroscopic technique and adoption of radiation-reducing strategies can minimize radiation dose to the patient and operator. The current standard is to use the “as low as reasonably achievable” (ALARA) principle on the assumption that there is no threshold below which ionizing radiation is free from harmful biological effect. Alternative imaging systems, such as electroanatomic mapping and intracardiac echocardiography, have led to the ability to perform SVT ablation with no or minimal fluoroscopy, with success and complication rates similar to standard techniques (147, 149-152). Radiation exposure may be further reduced by using robotic or magnetic navigation of catheters that use a 3-dimensional anatomic tracking system superimposed on traditional fluoroscopy imaging. A reduced-fluoroscopy approach is particularly important in pediatric patients and during pregnancy (153, 154).

2.5.4. Ablation Energy Sources
Radiofrequency current is the most commonly used energy source for SVT ablation (155). Cryoablation is used as an alternative to radiofrequency ablation to minimize injury to the AV node during ablation of specific arrhythmias, such as AVNRT, para-Hisian AT, and para-Hisian accessory pathways, particularly in specific patient populations, such as children and young adults. Selection of the energy source depends on operator experience, arrhythmia target location, and patient preference. Published trials, including a meta-analysis comparing radiofrequency ablation with cryoablation for treatment of AVNRT, have shown a higher rate of recurrence with cryoablation but lower risk of permanent AV nodal block (156-158). The rate of AVNRT recurrence with cryoablation depends on the size of the ablation electrode and the endpoint used (156, 159). Ultimately, the choice of technology should be made on the basis of an informed discussion between the operator and the patient.
3. Sinus Tachyarrhythmias

In normal individuals, the sinus rate at rest is generally between 50 bpm and 90 bpm, reflecting vagal tone (160-163). Sinus tachycardia refers to the circumstance in which the sinus rate exceeds 100 bpm. Sinus tachycardia may be appropriate in response to physiological stimuli or other exogenous factors or may be inappropriate when the heart rate exceeds what would be expected for physical activity or other circumstances. On the ECG, the P wave is upright in leads I, II, and aVF and is biphasic in lead V1. As the sinus rate increases, activation arises from more superior aspects of the right atrium, resulting in a larger-amplitude P wave in the inferior leads.

3.1. Physiological Sinus Tachycardia

Sinus tachycardia is regarded as physiological when it is the result of appropriate autonomic influences, such as in the setting of physical activity or emotional responses. Physiological sinus tachycardia may result from pathological causes, including infection with fever, dehydration, anemia, heart failure, and hyperthyroidism, in addition to exogenous substances, including caffeine, drugs with a beta-agonist effect (e.g., albuterol, salmeterol), and illicit stimulant drugs (e.g., amphetamines, cocaine). In these cases, tachycardia is expected to resolve with correction of the underlying cause.

3.2. Inappropriate Sinus Tachycardia

Inappropriate sinus tachycardia (IST) is defined as sinus tachycardia that is unexplained by physiological demands at rest, with minimal exertion, or during recovery from exercise. Crucial to this definition is the presence of associated, sometimes debilitating, symptoms that include weakness, fatigue, lightheadedness, and uncomfortable sensations, such as heart racing. Patients with IST commonly show resting heart rates >100 bpm and average rates that are >90 bpm in a 24-hour period (160). The cause of IST is unclear, and mechanisms related to dysautonomia, neurohormonal dysregulation, and intrinsic sinus node hyperactivity have been proposed.

It is important to distinguish IST from secondary causes of tachycardia, including hyperthyroidism, anemia, dehydration, pain, and use of exogenous substances and drugs of abuse. Anxiety is also an important trigger, and patients with IST may have associated anxiety disorders (160). Structural heart disease, such as cardiomyopathies, must also be excluded, though the development of a cardiomyopathy secondary to sinus tachycardia is extremely rare (164, 165). IST must also be distinguished from other forms of tachycardia, including AT arising from the superior aspect of the crista terminalis and sinus node reentrant tachycardia (Section 4). It is also important to distinguish IST from postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, although overlap may be present within an individual. Patients with postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome have predominant symptoms related to a change in posture, and treatment to suppress the sinus rate may lead to severe orthostatic hypotension. Thus, IST is a diagnosis of exclusion.
3.2.1. Acute Treatment
There are no specific recommendations for acute treatment of IST.

3.2.2. Ongoing Management: Recommendations
Because the prognosis of IST is generally benign, treatment is for symptom reduction and may not be necessary. Treatment of IST is difficult, and it should be recognized that lowering the heart rate may not alleviate symptoms. Therapy with beta blockers or calcium channel blockers is often ineffective or not well tolerated because of cardiovascular side effects, such as hypotension. Exercise training may be of benefit, but the benefit is unproven.

Ivabradine is an inhibitor of the “I-funny” or “I_f” channel, which is responsible for normal automaticity of the sinus node; therefore, ivabradine reduces the sinus node pacemaker activity that leads to slowing of the heart rate. On the basis of the results of 2 large, randomized, placebo-controlled trials, this drug was recently approved by the FDA for use in patients with systolic heart failure. In the BEAUTIFUL (Morbidity-Mortality Evaluation of the I_f Inhibitor Ivabradine in Patients With Coronary Disease and Left-Ventricular Dysfunction) study (166), 10,917 patients with coronary disease and a left ventricular ejection fraction <40% were randomized to ivabradine or placebo. In the SHIFT (Systolic Heart Failure Treatment With the I_f Inhibitor Ivabradine) trial (167), 6,558 patients with a left ventricular ejection fraction ≤35% were randomized to ivabradine or placebo. In both of these trials, therapy with ivabradine resulted in additional heart rate reductions of 6 to 8 bpm and proved to be generally safe. The drug has no other hemodynamic effects aside from lowering the heart rate. As such, it has been investigated for use to reduce the sinus rate and improve symptoms related to IST (168-176).

Radiofrequency ablation to modify the sinus node can reduce the sinus rate, with acute procedural success rates reported in the range of 76% to 100% in nonrandomized cohorts (177-183). Ablation is typically performed with 3-dimensional electroanatomic or noncontact mapping techniques targeting sites of early activation with isoproterenol infusion, with or without use of intracardiac ultrasound–guided mapping to image the crista terminalis. Nonetheless, symptoms commonly recur after several months, with IST recurrence in up to 27% and overall symptomatic recurrence (IST or non-IST AT) in 45% of patients (177, 179, 180, 182). Complications can be significant and may include symptomatic sinus or junctional bradycardia necessitating pacemaker placement, phrenic nerve injury with paralysis of the right hemidiaphragm, and significant facial and upper-extremity swelling caused by narrowing of the superior vena cava / RA junction, which may rarely result in superior vena cava syndrome. In view of the modest benefit of this procedure and its potential for significant harm, sinus node modification should be considered only for patients who are highly symptomatic and cannot be adequately treated by medication, and then only after informing the patient that the risks may outweigh the benefits of ablation. Even more aggressive surgical methods to ablate or denervate the sinus node have been described, further highlighting the risks that highly symptomatic patients are willing to accept to find relief (184). Effective patient communication is key for these patients.
4. Nonsinus Focal Atrial Tachycardia and MAT

See Figure 10 for the algorithm for acute treatment of suspected focal atrial tachycardia (AT) and Figure 11 for the algorithm for ongoing management of focal AT.
4.1. Focal AT

Focal AT is characterized as a fast rhythm from a discrete origin, discharging at a rate that is generally regular, and conducting in a centrifugal manner throughout the atrial tissue. Focal AT represents approximately 3% to 17% of the patients referred for SVT ablation (49, 122, 186). The demographics of focal AT in the adult population will continue to change as SVTs are increasingly ablated at a younger age.

Focal AT can be sustained or nonsustained. The atrial rate during focal AT is usually between 100 and 250 bpm (186). Presence and severity of symptoms during focal AT are variable among patients. Focal AT in the adult population is usually associated with a benign prognosis, although AT-mediated cardiomyopathy has been reported in up to 10% of patients referred for ablation of incessant SVT (187, 188). Nonsustained focal AT is common and often does not require treatment.

The diagnosis of focal AT is suspected when the ECG criteria are met (Section 2). Algorithms have been developed to estimate the origin of the focal AT from the P-wave morphology recorded on a standard 12-lead ECG (189, 190). In general, a positive P wave in lead V1 and negative P waves in leads I and aVL are correlated to ATs arising from the left atrium. Positive P waves in leads II, III, and aVF suggest that the origin of AT is from the cranial portion of either atria. Shorter P-wave duration is correlated to AT arising from the paraseptal tissue versus the right or left atrial free wall (191). The precise location of the focal AT is ultimately confirmed by mapping during EP studies when successful ablation is achieved (123-127, 192-196). Focal AT has been localized to the crista terminalis, right or left atrial free wall or appendage, tricuspid or mitral annulus, paraseptal or paranodal areas, pulmonary veins, coronary sinus, and coronary cusps, but it originates more frequently from the right atrium than from the left atrium (197, 198).

The underlying mechanism of focal AT can be automatic, triggered activity, or micro re-entry, but methods to distinguish the mechanism through pharmacological testing or EP study are of modest value because of limited sensitivity and specificity (123, 199, 200). An automatic AT can be transiently suppressed by adenosine or by overdrive pacing and may be terminated by beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil. Whereas a triggered AT can be terminated by adenosine or overdrive pacing, its response to beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil may be variable. A microreentrant AT can be induced and terminated by programmed stimulation, but its response to adenosine, beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil may depend on the location of the microreentrant circuit; the tachycardia can be terminated by these drugs if the microreentrant circuit involves tissue around the sinus node, whereas microreentrant ATs from other locations generally will not be terminated by these drugs.

Sinus node reentrant tachycardia is an uncommon type of focal AT that involves a microreentrant circuit in the region of the sinoatrial node, causing a P-wave morphology that is identical to that of sinus tachycardia (although this is not sinus tachycardia). Characteristics that distinguish sinus node reentry from sinus tachycardia are an abrupt onset and termination and often a longer RP interval than that observed during normal sinus rhythm. Sinus node reentry is characterized by paroxysmal episodes of tachycardia, generally 100 bpm to
150 bpm (201-203). Confirmation of the reentrant mechanism requires an EP study. Induction of sinus node reentrant tachycardia during programmed stimulation, demonstration of entrainment, and localization of the tachycardia origin in the region of the sinus node are necessary to confirm the diagnosis.

4.1.1. Acute Treatment: Recommendations

RCTs of drug therapy for comparative effectiveness in patients with focal AT in the acute setting are not available. Many of the clinical outcomes are reported from small observational studies that included infants or pediatric patients (204, 205). The design or execution of these studies is frequently suboptimal because of the poorly defined inclusion criteria or variable clinical settings. Several studies included a mix of patients with congenital or postoperative AT, and some of these patients likely had macroreentrant AT. In many reports, the response to intravenous drug therapy was evaluated by EP study rather than in the clinical environment (123, 200, 204-207). In the clinical setting, if the diagnosis is uncertain, vagal maneuvers may be attempted to better identify the mechanism of SVT.

Digoxin has not been well studied for focal AT. Intravenous class Ic drugs (e.g., flecainide, propafenone) may be moderately effective in treating focal AT in the acute setting, as reported in earlier, small observational studies, although intravenous forms of IC drugs are not available in the United States. In patients with an implanted cardiac pacing device, it may be possible to perform overdrive pacing through the device, although close monitoring is required to prevent any significant adverse effect, such as pacing-induced AF or other atrial arrhythmias. Equipment should be available to provide support for cardioversion of AF if needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>1. Intravenous beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil is useful for acute treatment in hemodynamically stable patients with focal AT (123, 204, 205, 207).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplement 6.

Intravenous beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil is recommended to treat focal AT. During EP study, propranolol or verapamil is moderately effective in either terminating the focal AT or slowing the ventricular rate in approximately 30% to 50% of the patients (204, 205). Although these agents are relatively safe, close monitoring is recommended during intravenous drug therapy to evaluate for hypotension or bradycardia.

| I   | C-LD | 2. Synchronized cardioversion is recommended for acute treatment in patients with hemodynamically unstable focal AT (94, 208). |

See Online Data Supplement 6.

Although minimum data are available on cardioversion of focal AT, synchronized cardioversion is a consideration in patients with drug-resistant arrhythmias associated with signs and symptoms of compromised hemodynamics. Termination of tachycardia is expected when a focal AT is of a microreentrant mechanism. Response of a triggered focal AT to cardioversion can be variable, whereas electrical cardioversion is not likely to be effective in focal AT with an automatic mechanism. In this latter case, antiarrhythmic drug therapy is usually required.

| IIa | B-NR | 1. Adenosine can be useful in the acute setting to either restore sinus rhythm or diagnose the tachycardia mechanism in patients with suspected focal AT (123, 200, 207). |

See Online Data Supplement 6.

Adenosine is usually effective in terminating focal AT of a triggered mechanism but is not expected to be effective in reentrant focal AT (207). Transient suppression can be observed.
in automatic focal AT. The observation of transient AV block with persistent AT can be helpful in making the diagnosis and differentiating focal AT from AVNRT and AVRT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
<th>1. Intravenous amiodarone may be reasonable in the acute setting to either restore sinus rhythm or slow the ventricular rate in hemodynamically stable patients with focal AT (205, 206).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The therapeutic effect of intravenous amiodarone in the acute setting is likely mediated via blockade of the beta receptors or calcium channels. Amiodarone may be preferred in patients with reduced ventricular function or with a history of heart failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>2. Ibutilide may be reasonable in the acute setting to restore sinus rhythm in hemodynamically stable patients with focal AT (205, 206).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The effectiveness of ibutilide for treatment of focal AT is unclear. In 1 study, intravenous ibutilide terminated AT of single atrial morphology in 19 of 39 patients (38.8%), but the proportions of patients with focal AT and macroreentrant AT were not differentiated in this study cohort (206).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10. Acute Treatment of Suspected Focal Atrial Tachycardia

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 1; drugs listed alphabetically.

*For rhythms that break or recur spontaneously, synchronized cardioversion is not appropriate.

IV indicates intravenous.
4.1.2. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. Catheter ablation is recommended in patients with symptomatic focal AT as an alternative to pharmacological therapy (122-126, 188, 191-196, 206).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplement 6. A large number of nonrandomized cohort studies on focal AT ablation have accumulated in the past 2 decades. In a 2012 ablation registry provided by 74 voluntary medical centers in Spain, AT was found in 333 of 11,042 of the ablation procedures performed (122). In experienced centers, when the AT can be induced in the laboratory, acute success rates above 90% to 95% have consistently been reported, with a complication rate of <1% to 2% (122, 123, 125, 196). See Table 8 for a summary of ablation efficacy, complications, and rate of recurrence.

Although uncommon, focal AT-mediated cardiomyopathy should be recognized in patients presenting with heart failure, reduced ventricular function, and persistent tachycardia. In a case–control study of patients with AT, 10% of patients had evidence of cardiomyopathy (125). The tachycardia in patients with cardiomyopathy was incessant and slower than in the patients without cardiomyopathy (cycle lengths 502 ms and 402 ms, respectively). Normal ejection fraction was restored in 97% of patients after successful ablation (188).

IIa | C-LD | 1. Oral beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil are reasonable for ongoing management in patients with symptomatic focal AT (123, 204, 205). |

See Online Data Supplement 6. Data on long-term drug therapy of focal AT are limited to observational studies, and some studies did not provide clear inclusion criteria, so results for AT were combined with those for other mechanisms of SVT. Nevertheless, these drugs are moderately effective, with a low incidence of significant adverse effects (123, 204, 205, 209-214).

IIa | C-LD | 2. Flecainide or propafenone can be effective for ongoing management in patients without structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease who have focal AT (209-213). |

See Online Data Supplement 6. Small case series studies reported that focal AT suppression was achieved with flecainide in most patients (209, 210). In infants and children, propafenone is moderately effective in focal AT suppression during follow-up (213). Flecainide and propafenone are generally tolerated by patients with focal AT. Combinations of a class Ic drug with a beta blocker, diltiazem, or verapamil may improve overall efficacy rates.

IIb | C-LD | 1. Oral sotalol or amiodarone may be reasonable for ongoing management in patients with focal AT (188, 211, 215-219). |

See Online Data Supplement 6. Several studies reported moderate efficacies of oral sotalol or amiodarone in maintaining sinus rhythm in long-term treatment in children (188, 211, 215-219). Although most reports are in children, limited data suggest similar efficacy in adults (218). Because of the risk of proarrhythmia and other complications, before use of these drugs, a balance between anticipated benefit of focal AT suppression and potential adverse effects of these drugs should be carefully considered.
4.2. Multifocal Atrial Tachycardia

MAT is defined as a rapid, irregular rhythm with at least 3 distinct morphologies of P waves on the surface ECG. It may be difficult to distinguish MAT from AF on physical examination or even on a single ECG tracing, so a 12-lead ECG is indicated to confirm the diagnosis. On the ECG, the atrial rate is >100 bpm (or >90 bpm, as defined in at least 1 report (220)). Unlike AF, there is a distinct isoelectric period between P waves. The P-P, P-R, and R-R intervals are variable. The mechanism of MAT is not well established. Although it is assumed that the variability of P-wave morphology implies a multifocal origin, there are very few mapping studies of MAT (221). Similarly, the variability of the P-R interval may relate to decremental conduction through the AV node, as opposed to the origin of the P wave. Occasional responsiveness to verapamil suggests a triggered mechanism, but data are limited (222).

MAT is commonly associated with underlying conditions, including pulmonary disease, pulmonary hypertension, coronary disease, and valvular heart disease (223), as well as hypomagnesemia and theophylline therapy (224). The first-line treatment is management of the underlying condition. Intravenous magnesium may also be helpful in patients with normal magnesium levels (225). Antiarrhythmic medications in general are not helpful in suppression of multifocal AT (226). Management often involves slowing conduction at the AV nodal level to control heart rate. Verapamil has been shown to have some efficacy in patients with MAT who do not have ventricular dysfunction, sinus node dysfunction, or AV block (227, 228); although diltiazem has not been studied, it may provide a class effect with similar mechanism to verapamil. Beta blockers can be used with
caution to treat MAT in the absence of respiratory decompensation, sinus node dysfunction, or AV block (229, 230). Amiodarone has been reported to be useful in 1 report (231). Cardioversion is not useful in MAT (223).

4.2.1. Acute Treatment: Recommendation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>1. Intravenous metoprolol (229) or verapamil (232, 233) can be useful for acute treatment in patients with MAT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplement 7.

The mechanism of MAT can involve triggered activity, and treatment with intravenous verapamil can terminate the arrhythmia with moderate success. In 1 small study, intravenous verapamil converted MAT in 8 of 16 patients treated (233). Alternatively, intravenous verapamil may acutely slow the ventricular response to MAT. The major potential side effect is hypotension (233). The relatively cardioselective beta blocker metoprolol can also work by slowing the ventricular rate in MAT. Beta blockers are typically avoided in patients with severe underlying pulmonary disease, particularly those with bronchospasm; both beta blockers and verapamil are typically avoided in the presence of acute decompensated heart failure and/or hemodynamic instability.

4.2.2. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. Oral verapamil (Level of Evidence: B-NR) or diltiazem (Level of Evidence: C-LD) is reasonable for ongoing management in patients with recurrent symptomatic MAT (227, 230).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplement 8.

Long-term management of MAT frequently involves slowing of the ventricular response because arrhythmia termination is often not achievable. Verapamil has the advantage of not exacerbating pulmonary disease. Although it would be expected for diltiazem to have a similar effect, data on its use in patients with MAT are lacking. These drugs should not be used in patients with severe conduction abnormalities or sinus node dysfunction because those conditions can be exacerbated with these agents.

| IIa | C-LD | 2. Metoprolol is reasonable for ongoing management in patients with recurrent symptomatic MAT (226, 229, 230). |

See Online Data Supplements 7 and 8.

Beta blockers are typically avoided in the presence of acute decompensated heart failure or in patients with severe (particularly bronchospastic) pulmonary disease. However, metoprolol has been used in small studies in patients with serious pulmonary disease after correction of hypoxia or other signs of acute decompensation. In these studies, intravenous or oral metoprolol resulted in conversion to sinus rhythm or achieved rate control, and oral metoprolol was used for maintenance therapy (226, 230). Beta blockers are generally avoided in patients with severe conduction abnormalities or sinus node dysfunction.

5. Atrioventricular Nodal Reentrant Tachycardia

See Figure 12 for the algorithm for acute treatment of AVNRT and Figure 13 for the algorithm for ongoing management of AVNRT.

AVNRT is the most common SVT. It is usually seen in young adults without structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease, and >60% of cases are observed in women (49). The ventricular rate is often 180 bpm to 200 bpm but ranges from 110 bpm to >250 bpm (and in rare cases, the rate can be <100 bpm) (54). The anatomic substrate of AVNRT is dual AV nodal physiology (Table 3).
AVNRT is often well tolerated and is rarely life threatening. Patients will typically present with the sudden onset of palpitations and possibly with shortness of breath, dizziness, and neck pulsations. Syncope is a rare manifestation of AVNRT. AVNRT may occur spontaneously or on provocation with exertion, coffee, tea, or alcohol.

### 5.1. Acute Treatment: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>1. Vagal maneuvers are recommended for acute treatment in patients with AVNRT (82-84, 234, 235). For acute conversion of AVNRT, vagal maneuvers, including Valsalva and carotid sinus massage, can be performed quickly and should be the first-line intervention to terminate SVT. These maneuvers should be performed with the patient in the supine position. There is no “gold standard” for proper Valsalva maneuver technique, but in general, the patient raises intrathoracic pressure by bearing down against a closed glottis for 10 to 30 seconds, equivalent to at least 30 mm Hg to 40 mm Hg (82, 84). Carotid massage is performed after absence of bruit has been confirmed by auscultation, by applying steady pressure over the right or left carotid sinus for 5 to 10 seconds (83, 84). Another vagal maneuver based on the classic diving reflex consists of applying an ice-cold, wet towel to the face (85); in a laboratory setting, facial immersion in water at 10°C (50°F) has proved effective in terminating tachycardia, as well (86). One study involving 148 patients with SVT demonstrated that Valsalva was more successful than carotid sinus massage, and switching from 1 technique to the other resulted in an overall success rate of 27.7% (82). The practice of applying pressure to the eyeball is potentially dangerous and has been abandoned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>2. Adenosine is recommended for acute treatment in patients with AVNRT (42, 51, 91, 236). Adenosine can be considered as both a therapeutic and diagnostic agent in narrow-complex tachyarrhythmias. It will acutely terminate AVNRT in approximately 95% of patients and will unmask atrial activity in arrhythmias, such as atrial flutter or AT (91, 236).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>3. Synchronized cardioversion should be performed for acute treatment in hemodynamically unstable patients with AVNRT when adenosine and vagal maneuvers do not terminate the tachycardia or are not feasible (94, 208). Sinus rhythm must be promptly restored in patients with AVNRT who are hemodynamically unstable. The safety and effectiveness of cardioversion has been proven in patients with hemodynamically unstable SVT who had failed to convert with vagal maneuvers and intravenous pharmacological therapy (94).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>4. Synchronized cardioversion is recommended for acute treatment in hemodynamically stable patients with AVNRT when pharmacological therapy does not terminate the tachycardia or is contraindicated (87, 95). Synchronized cardioversion is highly effective in terminating SVT (including AVRT and AVNRT) (94). Most stable patients with SVT respond to pharmacological therapy, with success rates of 80% to 98% for agents such as verapamil, diltiazem, or adenosine. In some resistant cases, a second drug bolus or higher dose of initial drug agent is often effective (87, 96). Nevertheless, in rare instances, drugs may fail to successfully restore sinus rhythm, necessitating synchronized cardioversion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>1. Intravenous beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil are reasonable for acute treatment in hemodynamically stable patients with AVNRT (96, 237-240). Intravenous diltiazem and verapamil are particularly effective in converting AVNRT to sinus rhythm. These drugs should be used only in hemodynamically stable patients. It is important to ensure the absence of VT or pre-excited AF, because patients with these rhythms may become hemodynamically unstable and develop ventricular fibrillation if...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
administered diltiazem or verapamil. Diltiazem or verapamil should also be avoided in patients with suspected systolic heart failure. Evidence for the effectiveness of beta blockers to terminate AVNRT is limited. In a trial that compared esmolol with diltiazem, diltiazem was more effective in terminating SVT (237). Nonetheless, beta blockers have an excellent safety profile, so it is reasonable to use them to attempt to terminate SVT in hemodynamically stable patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
<th>1. Oral beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil may be reasonable for acute treatment in hemodynamically stable patients with AVNRT (241, 242).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall, there are no data specifically studying the effect of oral beta-blocker monotherapy for the acute termination of AVNRT. However, 2 studies have demonstrated success with the combination of oral diltiazem and propranolol to terminate AVNRT or AVRT (241, 242). Oral beta blockers have an excellent safety profile, and administration (particularly in patients without intravenous access) can be performed in conjunction with vagal maneuvers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
<th>2. Intravenous amiodarone may be considered for acute treatment in hemodynamically stable patients with AVNRT when other therapies are ineffective or contraindicated (115).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In a small cohort study, intravenous amiodarone was effective in terminating AVNRT (115). Long-term toxicity is not seen with intravenous amiodarone if given for a short period of time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplement 9.

See Online Data Supplement 10.
Figure 12. Acute Treatment of AVNRT

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 1; drugs listed alphabetically.
*For rhythms that break or recur spontaneously, synchronized cardioversion is not appropriate.
AVNRT indicates atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia; and IV, intravenous.

5.2. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I B-R</td>
<td>1. Oral verapamil or diltiazem is recommended for ongoing management in patients with AVNRT who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (98, 99, 243, 244).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Online Data Supplements 9 and 10.</td>
<td>Both diltiazem and verapamil are well-tolerated and effective pharmacological alternatives to ablation for the ongoing treatment of patients with AVNRT (98, 243). When therapy with these agents is initiated, attention should be directed toward avoiding the potential for bradyarrhythmias and hypotension. Diltiazem and verapamil should also be avoided in patients with systolic heart failure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I B-NR</td>
<td>2. Catheter ablation of the slow pathway is recommended in patients with AVNRT (36, 100-106, 245-249).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Catheter ablation of AVNRT is regarded as first-line therapy for treatment of symptomatic AVNRT. It is potentially curative, and chronic pharmacological therapy is usually not needed after the procedure. Slow-pathway ablation (also called modification) is the preferred target during ablation of AVNRT.

Large registry studies report the success rates of slow-pathway ablation to be >95%, with a <1% risk of AV block (Table 8) (36, 100-102, 246-248). Cryoablation of AVNRT is an alternative to radiofrequency ablation. Recent systematic reviews and trials randomizing patients to radiofrequency ablation versus cryoablation suggest an equivalent acute success rate, with a lower rate of AV block but a higher rate of recurrence during long-term follow-up (156).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>B-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Oral beta blockers are recommended for ongoing management in patients with AVNRT who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (99).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence for oral beta blockers is limited. One small study randomized patients with AVNRT and AVRT to digoxin (0.375 mg/d), propranolol (240 mg/d), or verapamil (480 mg/d), with 1 week of placebo washout between drug regimens (99). Episodes and duration of tachyarrhythmia (ascertained by diary and weekly 24-h Holter) were similar among the treatment groups, and all 3 medications were well tolerated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>B-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Flecainide or propafenone is reasonable for ongoing management in patients without structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease who have AVNRT and are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation and in whom beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil are ineffective or contraindicated (45, 46, 107-112, 114, 241, 242, 250, 251).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 1 RCT, the probability of 12 months of effective (defined as <2 attacks of arrhythmia) and safe treatment was 86% for propafenone and 93% for flecainide (109). Flecainide and propafenone have a risk of proarrhythmia in patients with structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease and are contraindicated in these patient groups. In 1 nonrandomized study, flecainide was evaluated as “pill-in-the-pocket” therapy along with diltiazem or propranolol (241, 242). However, all patients were screened with EP studies, and only 5 patients were discharged on flecainide. As such, the merit of flecainide as “pill in the pocket” for outpatient therapy for AVNRT remains unclear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>B-NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Clinical follow-up without pharmacological therapy or ablation is reasonable for ongoing management in minimally symptomatic patients with AVNRT (244).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a prospective study of 93 adult patients with AVNRT who were followed for approximately 15 years, nearly half of minimally symptomatic patients who received no therapy (versus ablation or antiarrhythmic agents) improved over time and became asymptomatic (244). Patients with a confirmed or suspected diagnosis of AVNRT who choose not to undergo catheter ablation or take medications should be educated about when to seek medical attention and be taught how to perform vagal maneuvers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>B-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Oral sotalol or dofetilide may be reasonable for ongoing management in patients with AVNRT who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (107, 114).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike flecainide and propafenone, sotalol and dofetilide can be used in patients with structural heart disease or coronary artery disease (113). Given the potential for significant QT prolongation and torsades de pointes, inpatient monitoring with serial ECGs is generally performed when these agents are initiated. Generally, these agents are reserved for patients who are unresponsive to, or are not candidates for, beta blockers, diltiazem, flecainide, propafenone, or verapamil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>B-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Oral digoxin or amiodarone may be reasonable for ongoing treatment of AVNRT in patients who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (99, 115).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One small study randomized patients with unspecified PSVT to digoxin (0.375 mg/d), propranolol (240 mg/d), or verapamil (480 mg/d), with 1 week of placebo washout (99). Episodes and duration of PSVT (ascertained by diary and weekly 24-h Holter) were largely
similar, and all 3 medications were well tolerated (99). However, the dose of digoxin used was higher than that commonly used in clinical practice today. Amiodarone is effective in suppressing AVNRT during outpatient follow-up (115). Given the potential adverse effects of digoxin and amiodarone, these agents are generally reserved as third-line therapy for patients who are unresponsive to, or are not candidates for, beta blockers, diltiazem, verapamil, flecainide, or propafenone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

See Online Data Supplement 9.

Two studies have demonstrated success with the combination of diltiazem and propranolol as a “pill-in-the-pocket” approach to acutely terminate PSVT caused by AVNRT, but the overall safety of self-administration of these medications remains unclear because episodes of syncope were observed (241, 242). If oral therapy with empiric beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil fails to terminate the tachyarrhythmia, patients should seek medical attention.
6. Manifest and Concealed Accessory Pathways

Accessory pathways can be manifest or concealed; can conduct in the anterograde direction, retrograde direction, or both; and can be associated with several different supraventricular arrhythmias. Some anterograde pathways may place patients at risk of SCD. Typically, pathways directly connect the atrium and ventricle,
bypassing the normal conduction through the AV node and His Purkinje system. The pathways are considered manifest if they conduct in the anterograde direction, demonstrating pre-excitation with a delta wave on the ECG. Manifest pathways occur in 0.1% to 0.3% of the population and may conduct in both the anterograde and retrograde directions or, less commonly, only in the anterograde direction (252). Concealed pathways conduct only in the retrograde direction and therefore do not cause pre-excitation on the standard 12-lead ECG.

The most common tachycardia associated with an accessory pathway is orthodromic AVRT, with a circuit that uses the AV node and His Purkinje system in the anterograde direction, followed by conduction through the ventricle, retrograde conduction over the accessory pathway, and completion of the circuit by conduction through the atrium back into the AV node. Orthodromic AVRT accounts for approximately 90% to 95% of AVRT episodes in patients with a manifest accessory pathway. Pre-excited AVRT, including antidromic AVRT, accounts for 5% of the AVRT episodes in patients with a manifest pathway and involves conduction from the atrium to the ventricle via the accessory pathway, causing a pre-excited QRS complex. This is called antidromic AVRT tachycardia when the return reentrant conduction occurs retrogradely via the AV node. In rare cases of pre-excited AVRT, the return conduction occurs via a second accessory AV pathway. AF can occur in patients with accessory pathways, which may result in extremely rapid conduction to the ventricle over a manifest pathway, which increases the risk of inducing ventricular fibrillation and SCD. Other SVTs, such as AVNRT, AT, and atrial flutter, can also conduct rapidly over a manifest accessory pathway; in these instances, the pathway is considered a “bystander” because it is not part of the tachycardia circuit. Most accessory pathways have conduction properties similar to the myocardium and do not demonstrate decremental conduction. A unique form of AVRT involves a concealed accessory pathway, usually located in the posteroseptal region, with retrograde decremental conduction properties resulting in a form of orthodromic reentrant tachycardia termed PJRT. This tachycardia has deeply inverted retrograde P waves in leads II, III, and aVF, with a long RP interval due to the location and decremental conduction properties of the accessory pathway (Figure 6). The incessant nature of PJRT may result in tachycardia-induced cardiomyopathy that usually resolves after successful treatment. Another unusual accessory pathway is the atriofascicular fiber (also called a Mahaim fiber) that connects the right atrium to a fascicle of the distal right bundle branch and has decremental anterograde conduction while not allowing conduction in the retrograde direction; this pathway can allow reentrant tachycardia with a circuit that involves anterograde conduction over the accessory pathway with characteristic left bundle-branch block morphology and retrograde conduction through the AV node / His Purkinje system. Other rare accessory pathway connections that may participate in reentrant tachycardia are nodofascicular pathways (connecting the AV node to a fascicle) and nodoventricular pathways (connecting the AV node to the ventricular myocardium). Fasciculoventricular pathways, connecting a fascicle to the proximal right or left bundle branch, have also been described, although they have never been reported to participate in tachycardia. An EP study is necessary to establish the diagnosis of these rare accessory pathways.

The diagnosis of WPW syndrome is reserved for patients who demonstrate ventricular pre-excitation on their resting ECG and have associated SVT. Rapid anterograde accessory pathway conduction during AF can
result in SCD in patients with a manifest accessory pathway, with a 10-year risk ranging from 0.15% to 0.24% (253, 254). Unfortunately, SCD may be the first presentation of patients with undiagnosed WPW. Increased risk of SCD is associated with a history of symptomatic tachycardia, multiple accessory pathways, and a shortest pre-excited R-R interval of <250 ms during AF. The risk of SCD associated with WPW appears highest in the first 2 decades of life (254-258). Antiarrhythmic drug treatment of patients with orthodromic AVRT can be directed at either the accessory pathway or the AV node, as both are key portions of the reentrant circuit. AV nodal–blocking agents may be contraindicated in patients at risk of rapid conduction down the accessory pathway during AF. Catheter ablation strategies target the accessory pathway, with high success rates.

6.1. Management of Patients With Symptomatic Manifest or Concealed Accessory Pathways

See Figure 14 for the algorithm for acute treatment of orthodromic AVRT and Figure 15 for the algorithm for ongoing management of orthodromic AVRT.

### 6.1.1. Acute Treatment: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>1. Vagal maneuvers are recommended for acute treatment in patients with orthodromic AVRT (42, 75, 235, 259).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Online Data Supplements 11 and 12.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For acute conversion of orthodromic AVRT, vagal maneuvers, including Valsalva and carotid sinus massage, can be performed quickly and should be the first-line intervention to terminate SVT. These maneuvers should be performed with the patient in the supine position. There is no “gold standard” for proper Valsalva maneuver technique, but in general, the patient raises intrathoracic pressure by bearing down against a closed glottis for 10 to 30 seconds, equivalent to at least 30 to 40 mm Hg (82, 84). Carotid massage is performed after absence of bruit has been confirmed by auscultation, by applying steady pressure over the right or left carotid sinus for 5 to 10 seconds (83, 84). Another vagal maneuver based on the classic diving reflex consists of applying an ice-cold, wet towel to the face (85); in a laboratory setting, facial immersion in water at 10°C (50°F) has proved effective in terminating tachycardia, as well (86). One study involving 148 patients with SVT demonstrated that Valsalva was more successful than carotid sinus massage, and switching from 1 technique to the other resulted in an overall success rate of 27.7% (82). The practice of applying pressure to the eyeball is potentially dangerous and has been abandoned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>2. Adenosine is beneficial for acute treatment in patients with orthodromic AVRT (42, 260, 261).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Online Data Supplements 11 and 12.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adenosine is effective for conversion of orthodromic AVRT in 90% to 95% of patients, with minor and brief (&lt;1 min) side effects occurring in approximately 30% of patients (42, 260, 261). Patients often have atrial or ventricular premature complexes immediately after conversion that, on occasion, may induce further episodes of AVRT. In this situation, an antiarrhythmic drug may be required to prevent acute reinitiation of tachycardia. Because adenosine may precipitate AF that may then conduct rapidly to the ventricle and even cause ventricular fibrillation, electrical cardioversion should be available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>3. Synchronized cardioversion should be performed for acute treatment in hemodynamically unstable patients with AVRT if vagal maneuvers or adenosine are ineffective or not feasible (75, 262, 263).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Online Data</td>
<td>Synchronized cardioversion is highly effective in terminating AVRT (75). Cardioversion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplement 10. avoids complications associated with antiarrhythmic drug therapy and should be considered early in the management of hemodynamically unstable patients. Patients often have atrial or ventricular premature complexes immediately after cardioversion that, on occasion, may induce further episodes of AVRT. In this situation, an antiarrhythmic drug may be required to prevent acute reinitiation of tachycardia.

**4. Synchronized cardioversion is recommended for acute treatment in hemodynamically stable patients with AVRT when pharmacological therapy is ineffective or contraindicated (87, 95).**

Synchronized cardioversion is highly effective in terminating SVT (including AVRT and AVNRT), and when the patient is stable, this is performed after adequate sedation or anesthesia (94). Most stable patients with SVT respond to pharmacological therapy, with success rates of 80% to 98% for agents such as verapamil, diltiazem, or adenosine. In some resistant cases, a second drug bolus or higher dose of initial drug agent might prove effective (87, 96). Nevertheless, in rare instances, drugs may fail to successfully restore sinus rhythm.

See Online Data Supplements 3 and 10.

**5. Synchronized cardioversion should be performed for acute treatment in hemodynamically unstable patients with pre-excited AF (75, 94).**

Synchronized cardioversion is highly effective in terminating pre-excited AF (75). When AF occurs in patients with ventricular pre-excitation, if the accessory pathway has a short refractory period, this may allow for rapid pre-excited AV conduction; the resulting fast, often irregular, broad-complex tachycardia is often unstable and may lead to ventricular fibrillation. It is therefore important to achieve early restoration of sinus rhythm in these patients. Patients often have atrial or ventricular premature complexes immediately after cardioversion that, on occasion, may induce AVRT or recurrent pre-excited AF.

See Online Data Supplement 10.

**6. Ibutilide (264) or intravenous procainamide (265) is beneficial for acute treatment in patients with pre-excited AF who are hemodynamically stable.**

Small observational studies support the use of ibutilide or intravenous procainamide for the treatment of pre-excited AF in patients who are not hemodynamically compromised (264, 265). Both medications can decrease ventricular rate by slowing conduction over the accessory pathway and have the additional benefit of possibly terminating AF (264, 265).

See Online Data Supplements 11 and 12.

**1. Intravenous diltiazem, verapamil (42, 260, 266, 267) (Level of Evidence: B-R), or beta blockers (268) (Level of Evidence: C-LD) can be effective for acute treatment in patients with orthodromic AVRT who do not have pre-excitation on their resting ECG during sinus rhythm.**

Intravenous diltiazem or verapamil effectively terminate approximately 90% to 95% of AVRT episodes in patients without pre-excitation on their resting sinus-rhythm ECG, with drug-induced hypotension occurring in approximately 3% of patients (42, 260, 266, 267). Intravenous beta blockers have not been studied in clinical trials; however, clinical experience suggests they are useful for terminating AVRT, with a low risk of associated complications (268).

See Online Data Supplements 11 and 12.

**1. Intravenous beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil might be considered for acute treatment in patients with orthodromic AVRT who have pre-excitation on their resting ECG and have not responded to other therapies (42, 266, 267, 269).**

Intravenous beta blockers, diltiazem, and verapamil have a risk of enhancing conduction over the accessory pathway if the AVRT converts to AF during administration of the medication. Should the patient have a rapidly conducting manifest accessory pathway, further enhancing accessory-pathway conduction during AF by shortening the refractory period (digoxin) or decreasing BP and increasing catecholamines (diltiazem, beta blockers, verapamil) may place the patient at risk of AF degenerating into a malignant ventricular arrhythmia. The ability to promptly perform electrical cardioversion must be available should AF with rapid ventricular conduction occur. Before intravenous beta blockers, diltiazem, and verapamil were available, intravenous digoxin was commonly used for acute treatment of patients with orthodromic AVRT who had pre-excitation on
their resting ECG (270); this agent is rarely used now because other agents are available and digoxin may put patients at risk of ventricular fibrillation (271).

| III: Harm C-LD | 1. Intravenous digoxin, intravenous amiodarone, intravenous or oral beta blockers, diltiazem, and verapamil are potentially harmful for acute treatment in patients with pre-excited AF (269, 271-275). |

Patients with pre-excited AF should not receive intravenous digoxin, intravenous amiodarone, or intravenous/oral beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil because these medications may enhance conduction over the accessory pathway, increase the ventricular rate, and increase the risk of provoking a life-threatening ventricular arrhythmia (269, 271-275). Digoxin increases the ventricular rate by shortening refractoriness of the accessory pathway, whereas amiodarone, beta blockers, diltiazem, and verapamil may increase the ventricular rate as a result of drug-induced hypotension with increased catecholamines. In addition, these medications may enhance conduction over the accessory pathway by slowing or blocking conduction through the AV node, preventing competitive concealed retrograde conduction into the accessory pathway.
Figure 14. Acute Treatment of Orthodromic AVRT

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 1; drugs listed alphabetically.
*For rhythms that break or recur spontaneously, synchronized cardioversion is not appropriate.
AVRT indicates atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia; ECG, electrocardiogram; and IV, intravenous.
### 6.1.2. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td><strong>1.</strong> Catheter ablation of the accessory pathway is recommended in patients with AVRT and/or pre-excited AF (103, 254, 276-282).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Several large series support the use of catheter ablation of the accessory pathway as first-line therapy in patients who have had AF and/or AVRT. These series report a success rate of approximately 93% to 95% and a 3% risk of major complications when patients are followed up for 6 months to 8 years (102, 103, 103, 254, 276-282) (Table 8). AF in younger patients is usually associated with the accessory pathway and is unlikely to occur after ablation; in contrast, older patients may have recurrence of AF from causes unrelated to the accessory pathway (283, 284). Catheter ablation is also effective for treating PJRT (Table 3) by ablating the concealed accessory pathway with a success rate of approximately 90% (283, 284). Catheter ablation of an atriofascicular (Mahaim) pathway is successful in preventing reentrant tachycardia in approximately 70% to 100% of patients (285, 286).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| I   | C-LD| **2.** Oral beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil are indicated for ongoing management of AVRT in patients without pre-excitation on their resting ECG (46, 287). |
|     |     | Observational studies and clinical experience confirm that beta blockers, diltiazem, and verapamil are effective for preventing recurrent tachycardia in approximately 50% of patients without pre-excitation on their resting ECG (concealed accessory pathway) and are associated with a favorable side effect profile (46, 287). |

| IIa | B-R | **1.** Oral flecainide or propafenone is reasonable for ongoing management in patients without structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease who have AVRT and/or pre-excited AF and are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (45, 108, 109, 112, 288). |
|     |     | Flecainide and propafenone are beneficial for the treatment of AVRT by directly slowing or blocking conduction over the pathway. These drugs are effective in approximately 85% to 90% of patients, with 30% reporting an absence of tachycardia (45, 108, 109, 112, 288). Both drugs have a risk of proarrhythmia resulting in VT that is increased in patients with structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease; in such patients, these drugs are generally avoided. Side effects occur in up to 60% of patients, and approximately 20% discontinue the medications because of adverse effects (45, 108, 109, 112, 288). |

| IIb | B-R | **1.** Oral dofetilide or sotalol may be reasonable for ongoing management in patients with AVRT and/or pre-excited AF who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (99, 106). |
|     |     | Unlike flecainide and propafenone, sotalol and dofetilide can be used in patients with structural heart disease or coronary artery disease (105). Given the potential for significant QT prolongation and torsades de pointes, inpatient monitoring with serial ECGs is generally performed when these agents are initiated. |

| IIb | C-LD| **2.** Oral amiodarone may be considered for ongoing management in patients with AVRT and/or pre-excited AF who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation in whom beta blockers, diltiazem, flecainide, propafenone, and verapamil are ineffective or contraindicated (289, 290). |
|     |     | Small observational studies support the use of amiodarone for preventing recurrent AVRT, but long-term efficacy has not been reported (289, 290). Because of the important toxicity associated with long-term use of amiodarone, the drug is usually reserved for patients who are not candidates for catheter ablation and who have failed to respond to or have contraindications to other antiarrhythmic drugs. |

| IIb | C-LD| **3.** Oral beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil may be reasonable for ongoing management of orthodromic AVRT in patients with pre-excitation on their resting ECG who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (46, 287). |
One RCT supports the use of verapamil for prevention of orthodromic AVRT in patients with pre-excitation on their resting ECG (manifest accessory pathway) (46). There are no RCTs supporting the use of oral beta blockers or diltiazem for prevention of recurrent AVRT, although clinical experience suggests the drugs are effective, with a favorable side effect profile (287). Patients with pre-excitation may develop AF during an episode of AVRT and be exposed to increased risk of rapid conduction over the accessory pathway while receiving beta blockers, diltiazem or verapamil, so these agents must be used with caution (269). The decision to treat with these agents should follow a discussion of risks with the patient. Although evidence of poor anterograde conduction via the accessory pathway may be reassuring, rapid conduction in AF has been described even in the setting of intermittent anterograde conduction (291).

### IIb C-LD

#### 4. Oral digoxin may be reasonable for ongoing management of orthodromic AVRT in patients without pre-excitation on their resting ECG who are not candidates for, or prefer not to undergo, catheter ablation (292).

See Online Data Supplements 11 and 12.

One small study reported the usefulness of oral digoxin in prevention of recurrent orthodromic AVRT in patients without pre-excitation on their resting ECG (concealed accessory pathway) (293). Digoxin has been used clinically for many years, but the low efficacy indicates its use would be best limited to patients who are not candidates for catheter ablation or prefer pharmacological therapy and have failed to respond to other antiarrhythmic drugs.

### III: Harm C-LD

#### 1. Oral digoxin is potentially harmful for ongoing management in patients with AVRT or AF and pre-excitation on their resting ECG (271).

See Online Data Supplement 12.

Digoxin shortens the refractory period of the accessory pathway, such that AF may induce ventricular fibrillation (271). Even if AF has never been documented, AVRT may degenerate into AF. Thus, oral digoxin should not be used to treat patients with a manifest accessory pathway.
6.2. Management of Asymptomatic Pre-Excitation

6.2.1. PICOTS Critical Questions

See the ERC systematic review report, “Risk Stratification for Arrhythmic Events in Patients With Asymptomatic Pre-Excitation” for the complete evidence review on the management of asymptomatic pre-excitation (9), and see Online Data Supplements 13, 14, and 15 for additional data on asymptomatic pre-excitation ([http://jaccjacc.acc.org/Clinical_Document/2015_SVT_Evidence_Tables_Data_Supplement.docx](http://jaccjacc.acc.org/Clinical_Document/2015_SVT_Evidence_Tables_Data_Supplement.docx)), which were reproduced directly from the ERC’s systematic review. These recommendations have been designated with the notation \(^{SR}\) to emphasize the rigor of support from the ERC’s systematic review. PICOTS Question 1 did not provide adequate data for a recommendation; the other 3 PICOTS questions are addressed in the recommendations in Section 6.2.2.

As noted in Section 1.1, the recommendations in Section 6.3 are based on a separately commissioned systematic review of the available evidence, the results of which were used to frame our decision making. Full details are provided in the ERC’s systematic review report (9). The following 4 questions were considered by the ERC:

1. What is the comparative predictive accuracy of invasive EP study (without catheter ablation of the accessory pathway) versus noninvasive testing for predicting arrhythmic events (including SCD) in patients with asymptomatic pre-excitation?
2. What is the usefulness of invasive EP study (without catheter ablation of the accessory pathway) versus no testing for predicting arrhythmic events (including SCD) in patients with asymptomatic pre-excitation?

3. What is the usefulness of invasive EP study (without catheter ablation of the accessory pathway) or noninvasive EP study for predicting arrhythmic events (including SCD) in patients with asymptomatic pre-excitation?

4. What are the efficacy and effectiveness of invasive EP study with catheter ablation of the accessory pathway as appropriate versus noninvasive tests with treatment (including observation) or no testing/ablation as appropriate for preventing arrhythmic events (including SCD) and improving outcomes in patients with asymptomatic pre-excitation?

### 6.2.2. Asymptomatic Patients With Pre-Excitation: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR SR</td>
<td>1. In asymptomatic patients with pre-excitation, the findings of abrupt loss of conduction over a manifest pathway during exercise testing in sinus rhythm (294-297) <em>(Level of Evidence: B-NR)</em> or intermittent loss of pre-excitation during ECG or ambulatory monitoring (297) <em>(Level of Evidence: C-LD)</em> are useful to identify patients at low risk of rapid conduction over the pathway.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplements 11 and 12.

Noninvasive testing has been shown to identify patients at low risk of developing rapid conduction over the accessory pathway and life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias in response to AF. The noninvasive findings that identify a pathway not capable of maintaining rapid conduction during AF include intermittent loss of conduction over the accessory pathway on the resting ECG or during ambulatory monitoring, or abrupt loss of pre-excitation during exercise testing (Figure 16) (294-297). The ECG should be evaluated closely to make certain the delta wave is truly absent, as accessory pathways, especially left lateral pathways, may demonstrate varying degrees of pre-excitation because of fusion between conduction over the accessory pathway and through the AV node. This may give the appearance of loss of pre-excitation if the subtle delta wave is not identified.

Noninvasive tests have an approximately 90% positive predictive value and 30% negative predictive value for identifying pathways with life-threatening properties (294, 295, 297).

| IIa   | B-NR SR | 1. An EP study is reasonable in asymptomatic patients with pre-excitation to risk-stratify for arrhythmic events (254, 256, 298-301). |

See Online Data Supplements 11–15.

In the absence of symptoms, a clinical priority is identifying accessory pathways at increased risk of arrhythmic events, including rapid conduction during AF and development of life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias, with the most useful findings being the following: an R-R interval <250 ms between 2 pre-excited complexes during induced AF; the presence of multiple accessory pathways; the ability to induce sustained AVRT; the finding of AVRT precipitating pre-excited AF; and an accessory pathway refractory period <240 ms (254, 256, 298, 299, 301). Malignant arrhythmias correlate more with the EP properties of the accessory pathway than with the presence or absence of symptoms. This approach is supported by the low risk of complications observed in an EP study in which complication rates among 2,169 patients ranged from 0.09% to 1% and included pneumothorax and access site complications (254).

| IIa   | B-NR SR | 2. Catheter ablation of the accessory pathway is reasonable in asymptomatic patients with pre-excitation if an EP study identifies a high risk of arrhythmic events, including rapidly conducting pre-excited AF (254, 302, 303). |

See Online Data Supplements 11–15.

In a large prospective cohort study of 756 asymptomatic patients with close to 8 years of follow-up, 9% of patients developed malignant AF (shortest R-R interval ≤250 ms), and 2% developed ventricular fibrillation (254). Malignant arrhythmias correlated more with high-risk EP properties of the accessory pathway than with the presence or absence of symptoms. Ablation of the accessory pathway(s) in high-risk patients was also examined in 1 RCT that enrolled 76 patients, showing that arrhythmic events (defined as
symptomatic SVT, AF, and ventricular fibrillation in this study) occurred in 7% of patients who underwent ablation versus 77% who did not undergo ablation (302). Another study that examined patients on the basis of whether an ablation was performed reported that none of the asymptomatic patients who had undergone ablation of the accessory pathway developed a malignant arrhythmia during 8 years of follow-up. The risk of complications with ablation ranged from 0.1% (complete heart block) to 0.9% (ablation-induced right bundle-branch block) (254). The risks and benefits of proceeding with ablation of pathways found not to have high-risk characteristics should be discussed thoroughly with patients in advance of the EP procedure.

| IIa | B-NR SR | 3. Catheter ablation of the accessory pathway is reasonable in asymptomatic patients if the presence of pre-excitation precludes specific employment (such as with pilots) (103, 254, 276-282, 302-304). |
| See Online Data Supplements 11–15. |

Patients with asymptomatic pre-excitation whose job activities would place them or others at risk if a hemodynamically significant arrhythmia occurred (such as airline pilots) are potential candidates for catheter ablation. Catheter ablation is associated with a success rate of approximately 95% and a 3% risk of major complications when patients are followed up for 6 months to 8 years (103, 254, 276-282, 302, 303). Other documents advise EP study in asymptomatic athletes who engage in moderate- or high-level competitive sports (305).

| IIa | B-NR SR | 4. Observation, without further evaluation or treatment, is reasonable in asymptomatic patients with pre-excitation (301, 306-309). |
| See Online Data Supplements 11–15. |

Most observational cohort studies suggest that the great majority of adult patients with asymptomatic pre-excitation who do not undergo an ablation of the accessory pathway have a benign course with few clinically significant arrhythmic events occurring over time. This supports the recommendation that observation without medical therapy or ablation is a reasonable alternative because the risk of SCD is small and is seen mainly in children (254, 301, 306-309). The choice to observe asymptomatic patients should be preceded by the patient being informed of the small risk of life-threatening arrhythmias developing in the absence of treatment, along with the success rate and complications associated with catheter ablation of the accessory pathway.
Figure 16. Abrupt Loss of Pre-Excitation During Exercise Testing

During exercise treadmill testing, this patient abruptly lost pre-excitation at a heart rate of 117 bpm. Beginning abruptly with the beat under the arrow, the PR interval normalizes, and the QRS changes from pre-excited to narrow.

### 6.3. Risk Stratification of Symptomatic Patients With Manifest Accessory Pathways: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. In symptomatic patients with pre-excitation, the findings of abrupt loss of conduction over the pathway during exercise testing in sinus rhythm (294-297) <em>(Level of Evidence: B-NR)</em> or intermittent loss of pre-excitation during ECG or ambulatory monitoring (297) <em>(Level of Evidence: C-LD)</em> are useful for identifying patients at low risk of developing rapid conduction over the pathway.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important consideration in the evaluation of patients with pre-excitation is determining risk of developing rapid conduction over the accessory pathway and life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias in response to AF. The noninvasive findings that identify a pathway incapable of maintaining rapid conduction during AF include intermittent loss of conduction over the accessory pathway on the resting ECG or during ambulatory monitoring or abrupt loss of pre-excitation during exercise testing (294-297). The ECG should be evaluated closely to make certain the delta wave is truly absent, as accessory pathways (especially left lateral pathways) may demonstrate varying degrees of pre-excitation because of fusion between conduction over the accessory pathway and through the AV node, which may give the appearance of loss of pre-excitation if the subtle delta wave is not identified. Noninvasive tests have an approximately 90% positive predictive value and 30% negative predictive value for identifying pathways with life-threatening properties (294, 295, 297). If noninvasive evaluation suggests that the accessory pathway conducts poorly in the anterograde direction, although risk of life-threatening events is likely lower, the EP study still may be useful because of patient symptoms.

See Online Data Supplements 11–15.
2. An EP study is useful in symptomatic patients with pre-excitation to risk-stratify for life-threatening arrhythmic events (254, 256, 298-300).

Most symptomatic patients with accessory pathways undergo catheter ablation, but in some instances, EP studies are performed to identify whether the patient is at increased risk of rapid conduction down the accessory pathway during AF and development of life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias. The most useful findings for risk stratification are an R-R interval <250 ms between 2 pre-excited complexes during induced AF; the presence of multiple accessory pathways; the finding of AVRT precipitating pre-excited AF; and an accessory pathway refractory period <240 ms (254, 256, 298-300).

7. Atrial Flutter

See Figure 17 for a schematic depicting classification of atrial flutter / ATs; Figure 18 for the algorithm for acute treatment of atrial flutter; and Figure 19 for the algorithm for ongoing management of atrial flutter.

7.1. Cavotricuspid Isthmus–Dependent Atrial Flutter

Atrial flutter is a macroreentrant atrial arrhythmia characterized by regular atrial rate and constant P-wave morphology. When the atrial flutter circuit involves the cavotricuspid isthmus (CTI), it is labeled CTI-dependent atrial flutter. When CTI-dependent flutter involves a circuit that rotates around the tricuspid valve in a counterclockwise direction (up the septum and down the free wall), it is called “typical”; less commonly, the CTI-dependent flutter circuit rotates in a clockwise direction (sometimes called “reverse typical”) (203).

Counterclockwise CTI-dependent atrial flutter is characterized electrocardiographically by dominant negative flutter waves in the inferior leads (so-called “sawtooth waves”) and a positive P wave in lead V1 at atrial rates of 250 bpm to 350 bpm (Figure 17). Clockwise isthmus-dependent flutter shows the opposite pattern (i.e., positive flutter waves in the inferior leads and wide, negative flutter waves in lead V1) (Figure 17). Although the atrial rates for flutter typically range from 250 bpm to 330 bpm, the rates may be slower in patients with severe atrial disease or in patients taking antiarrhythmic agents or after unsuccessful catheter ablation (310).

Atrial flutter can occur in clinical settings similar to those associated with AF, and atrial flutter can be triggered by AT or AF (121, 311). It is common for AF and atrial flutter to coexist in the same patient. After CTI ablation, 22% to 50% of patients have been reported to develop AF after a mean follow-up of 14 to 30 months, although 1 study reported a much higher rate of AF development, with 82% of patients treated by catheter ablation for atrial flutter manifesting AF within 5 years (312). Risk factors for the manifesting AF after atrial flutter ablation include prior AF, depressed left ventricular function, structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease, inducible AF, and increased LA size (121, 312-316).

Atrial flutter may result from antiarrhythmic therapy of AF, particularly when flecainide, propafenone, or amiodarone is used for treatment of AF (317, 318). In those patients with atrial flutter resulting from antiarrhythmic therapy of AF, ablation of the CTI-dependent flutter may prevent recurrent flutter while antiarrhythmic therapy for AF is continued (318).

Patients with atrial flutter are thought to have the same risk of thromboembolism as patients with AF; therefore, recommendations for anticoagulation mirror those for patients with AF (10, 121, 314). Similarly, the
recommendations for anticoagulation with regard to either pharmacological or electrical cardioversion of patients with atrial flutter are the same as those for patients with AF, as discussed in the 2014 AF guideline (Section 6.1) (10).

7.2. Non–Isthmus-Dependent Atrial Flutters

Non–isthmus-dependent atrial flutter or atypical flutter describes macroreentrant ATs that are not dependent on conduction through the CTI. A variety of circuits have been described, including a path around the mitral annulus (perimitral flutter), re-entry involving the left atrial roof, and re-entry around regions of scarring in the right or left atrium. Non–isthmus-dependent atrial flutters often occur in patients with atrial scarring from prior heart surgery or ablation but also may occur in any form of heart disease or may be idiopathic (134, 140, 319). Non–isthmus-dependent atrial flutters can coexist with CTI-dependent flutter or involve the presence of multiple atrial re-entry circuits (133, 320). The reentrant circuits are classified as either macroreentrant AT (large; often several centimeters or longer in diameter) or microreentrant AT (≤2 cm in diameter), which may be indistinguishable from focal AT (321).

In the presence of substantial atrial disease, prior surgery, or prior radiofrequency catheter ablation, the ECG flutter-wave morphology is not a reliable predictor of whether the flutter circuit involves the CTI. Although an ECG with a typical flutter appearance has good predictive value for CTI-dependent flutter in a patient who has not undergone prior catheter ablation of AF, the ECG appearance is less useful in predicting the flutter circuit in a patient who has previously undergone AF ablation (322-325). The presence of a positive or biphasic (but dominantly positive) deflection in V1, accompanied by deflections in other leads inconsistent with typical counterclockwise atrial flutter, suggests the presence of an atypical flutter (Figure 17). Definitive diagnosis requires EP study and intracardiac mapping (326).

Catheter ablation of non–CTI-dependent flutter requires more extensive mapping than does ablation of CTI-dependent flutter, and success rates are lower (Table 8). The location of the circuit determines ablation approach and risks.

The substrate for macroreentrant atrial arrhythmias after cardiac surgery is atrial scarring from atriotomy incisions and cannulation sites and from the underlying myopathic process of the valve disease itself; this is sometimes referred to as incisional atrial reentrant tachycardia. The location of the reentrant circuit depends on the type of surgical approach, and common populations include patients who have undergone mitral valve surgery or have a repaired atrial septal defect (327-330). These arrhythmias are also common after surgical or catheter ablation for AF (331, 332). Both single- and dual-loop circuits, as well as focal ATs, can be present. It is useful to review the procedural notes to identify the location of atrial incisions or prior ablation that can assist with future mapping and ablation.

The development of a microreentrant or macroreentrant left AT after AF ablation occurs in approximately 5% of patients (330, 333, 334). This is less frequent if ablation is limited to pulmonary vein isolation. On the other hand, these arrhythmias are more common in patients with longer-duration persistent AF
or more dilated left atria or when linear ablation lesions are used (333-338). Non–reentrant focal arrhythmias often originate at lesion edges or reconnected segments of prior isolated pulmonary veins (333). Reisolation of the pulmonary vein and ablation of any nonpulmonary vein foci are often effective in treating these arrhythmias. Detailed activation and entrainment mapping of the tachycardia during a second procedure result in effective ablation in approximately 90% of patients (335). Although right atrial CTI-dependent flutter may also occur, most of the tachycardias originate in the left atrium.

As with all types of atrial flutter, it may be very difficult to achieve rate control in patients with post–AF ablation non–CTI-dependent flutter (far more so than in patients with preablation AF). When the ventricular response cannot be controlled with common rate-control medications, attempts at restoration of sinus rhythm with pharmacological therapy and cardioversion are often required. Many of the atrial flutters that are observed during the first 3 months after catheter ablation or after cardiac surgery will not recur later on. For this reason, it is advised that attempts at ablation of atrial flutter after AF ablation be deferred until after the 3-month waiting period (339). Rarely, pharmacological therapy and attempts at rhythm control with antiarrhythmic drug therapy fail to adequately control atrial flutter during the 3 months after AF ablation. In this situation, early repeat ablation is warranted.
Figure 17. Classification of Atrial Flutter / Atrial Tachycardias

Diagram summarizing types of ATs often encountered in patients with a history of atrial fibrillation, including those seen after catheter or surgical ablation procedures. P-wave morphologies are shown for common types of atrial flutter; however, the P-wave morphology is not always a reliable guide to the re-entry circuit location or to the distinction between common atrial flutter and other macroreentrant ATs.

*Exceptions to P-wave morphology and rate are common in scarred atria.

AT indicates atrial tachycardia; and ECG, electrocardiogram.

Reproduced with permission from January et al. (10).
### 7.3. Acute Treatment: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1. Oral dofetilide or intravenous ibutilide is useful for acute pharmacological cardioversion in patients with atrial flutter (119, 340-346).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmacological cardioversion of atrial flutter is generally less effective than synchronized cardioversion and carries the potential risk of proarrhythmia but can be an option when sedation is not available or not well tolerated or when indicated by patient preference. Intravenous ibutilide converts atrial flutter to sinus rhythm in approximately 60% of cases (342). The major risk is torsades de pointes, which is more likely to occur in patients with reduced left ventricular ejection fraction. Patients receiving ibutilide should undergo continuous ECG monitoring during administration and for at least 4 hours after completion of dosing. Pretreatment with magnesium can increase the efficacy and reduce the risk of torsades de pointes (119). Anticoagulation issues for chemical cardioversion are the same as those for electrical cardioversion of atrial flutter (10).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>2. Intravenous or oral beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil are useful for acute rate control in patients with atrial flutter who are hemodynamically stable (347-354).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>It is often more difficult to achieve rate control for atrial flutter than for AF. Nonetheless, effective rate control may be achieved with beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil in patients with atrial flutter through a direct effect on the AV node. Hypotension is the chief adverse effect. Intravenous diltiazem is the preferred intravenous calcium channel blocker for acute rate control because of its safety and efficacy (351). Diltiazem and verapamil should be avoided in patients with advanced heart failure and in patients with heart block or sinus node dysfunction in the absence of pacemaker therapy. Verapamil and diltiazem also should not be used in patients with known pre-excitation. The heart rate control achieved with beta blockers is similar to that seen with verapamil and diltiazem. The rate-slowing effect of beta blockers is largely related to reduction of sympathetic tone. Esmolol is generally the preferred intravenous beta blocker because of its rapid onset (353). Care should be used in administering beta blockers for rate control in atrial flutter patients with decompensated heart failure or reactive airway disease (355).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>3. Elective synchronized cardioversion is indicated in stable patients with well-tolerated atrial flutter when a rhythm control strategy is being pursued (356-358).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heart rates can be difficult to control in atrial flutter. Cardioversion for atrial flutter can be successful at lower energy levels than for AF (356). Anticoagulation issues for cardioversion are the same as those for patients with AF and are addressed in the 2014 AF guideline (10). Restoration of sinus rhythm is favored to avoid development of tachycardia-mediated cardiomyopathy, which is associated with a rapid ventricular response in atrial flutter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>4. Synchronized cardioversion is recommended for acute treatment of patients with atrial flutter who are hemodynamically unstable and do not respond to pharmacological therapies (75, 208, 356, 359).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The ventricular rate in atrial flutter can be difficult to control with pharmacological therapy. In patients with any signs or symptoms of hemodynamic compromise attributed to atrial flutter, synchronized cardioversion (with appropriate considerations with regard to anticoagulation) should be pursued without delay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>5. Rapid atrial pacing is useful for acute conversion of atrial flutter in patients who have pacing wires in place as part of a permanent pacemaker or implantable cardioverter-defibrillator or for temporary atrial pacing after cardiac surgery (360-364).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Atrial pacing is effective at terminating flutter in &gt;50% of cases (364). Atrial pacing is more commonly applied in situations in which atrial wires are already in place, such as in the postoperative setting or in patients with programmable cardiac implanted electrical...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
devices. A temporary pacing wire may also be placed and atrial pacing for termination of atrial flutter can be useful when sedation is contraindicated, or in the setting of digitalis toxicity, in which DC cardioversion is contraindicated. Pace-termination is performed by pacing the atrium at a rate starting approximately 5% to 10% above the atrial flutter rate to achieve atrial entrainment and by maintaining pacing for ≥15 seconds, with repeated attempts at incrementally faster rates (reducing the pacing cycle length by 5 to 10 ms until normal sinus rhythm or AF occurs (364). When AF is precipitated, this is often more easily rate-controlled and may subsequently revert to sinus rhythm. Recommendations for anticoagulation with regard to pace-termination of atrial flutter are the same as those for chemical or electrical conversion of AF.

### I B-NR

#### 6. Acute antithrombotic therapy is recommended in patients with atrial flutter to align with recommended antithrombotic therapy for patients with AF (365).

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17.

The risk of stroke associated with AF is well established, and several RCTs have demonstrated the efficacy of anticoagulation for stroke prevention in patients with additional risk factors (366). Anticoagulation has also been shown to prevent stroke when administered during the weeks immediately before and after cardioversion (367). Whether atrial flutter carries a risk of stroke similar to that in patients with AF has been debated in the past but is now supported by limited evidence from mechanistic, observational, and prospective studies that include patients primarily with atrial flutter (365-369). Several reports have suggested that the risk of stroke in patients with atrial flutter is mitigated by anticoagulation. Meta-analysis of 13 studies of patients undergoing cardioversion of atrial flutter reported short-term stroke risks ranging from 0% to 7%, and the thromboembolism rate in patients with sustained flutter in 4 studies averaged 3% annually (365). Other studies have reported similar risk and effectiveness of anticoagulation (369). Therefore, on the basis of the available data, recommendations for antithrombotic therapy for patients with atrial flutter are similar to those for patients with AF (10).

### IIa B-R

#### 1. Intravenous amiodarone can be useful for acute control of the ventricular rate (in the absence of pre-excitation) in patients with atrial flutter and systolic heart failure when beta blockers are contraindicated or ineffective (350, 370, 371).

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17.

Amiodarone may be useful for rate control in non–pre-excited atrial flutter because of its slowing of conduction through the AV node and prolongation of AV nodal refractoriness. Because it has less negative inotropic effect than beta blockers, diltiazem, and verapamil and may produce less hypotension, it may be preferred in critically ill patients or in those with tenuous hemodynamic stability. Because of potential toxicity, amiodarone should not be used for long-term rate control in most patients. Although unlikely, amiodarone may result in conversion of atrial flutter to sinus rhythm, so potential risks and benefits should be considered for patients with atrial flutter lasting ≥48 hours who are not adequately anticoagulated (10). However, amiodarone is typically used for rate control only when other options are greatly limited. For patients with atrial flutter, antithrombotic therapy is recommended according to the same risk profile used for AF.
Figure 18. Acute Treatment of Atrial Flutter

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 1; drugs listed alphabetically.
*Anticoagulation as per guideline is mandatory.
†For rhythms that break or recur spontaneously, synchronized cardioversion or rapid atrial pacing is not appropriate. IV indicates intravenous.

7.4. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>1. Catheter ablation of the CTI is useful in patients with atrial flutter that is either symptomatic or refractory to pharmacological rate control (243, 372-375).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rate control can be difficult to achieve in atrial flutter, and a rhythm control strategy is often chosen. Catheter ablation of CTI-dependent atrial flutter is often preferred to long-term pharmacological therapy; in this rhythm, the CTI represents the optimal target for ablation because a line of ablation between the tricuspid valve annulus and inferior vena cava can effectively interrupt the circuit. A variety of techniques are applicable, including various catheter types, energy delivery systems, and mapping and visualization tools; generally, success depends on creation of a complete line of block and permanent interruption of conduction across the CTI (Table 8). Successful ablation is often heralded by intraprocedural interruption of the arrhythmia and subsequent EP demonstration of bidirectional block across the ablated tissue.

| I   | C-LD | 2. Beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil are useful to control the ventricular rate in patients with hemodynamically tolerated atrial flutter (347-349). |

In some circumstances of persistent atrial flutter or in patients who have infrequent reasonably well-tolerated episodes of atrial flutter, a rate-control strategy may be chosen. In atrial flutter, the relatively slower atrial rate compared with AF often paradoxically results in more rapid AV nodal conduction because there is less concealed AV nodal conduction. Therefore, achieving adequate rate control can be difficult. Higher doses of beta blockers, diltiazem, or verapamil, and often a combination of agents, may be needed to achieve adequate rate control. Beta blockers are generally preferred in patients with heart failure. Avoidance of beta blockers, diltiazem, and verapamil in patients with pre-
excited atrial flutter is recommended, given the potential for accelerated ventricular rates degenerating to ventricular fibrillation, as has been reported to occur rarely in similar patients with AF (274).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
<th>3. Catheter ablation is useful in patients with recurrent symptomatic non–CTI-dependent flutter after failure of at least 1 antiarrhythmic agent (134, 327).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17.

No prospective RCTs have compared the efficacy or safety of antiarrhythmic drugs with that of catheter ablation for non–CTI-dependent atrial flutter. In general, catheter ablation of non–CTI-dependent atrial flutter is substantially more difficult than ablation of CTI-dependent flutter because the anatomic circuits are complex, are often not anatomically defined, and can be difficult to locate. Knowledge of the prior surgical or ablation approach and detailed activation and entrainment mapping of the tachycardia are useful during attempts at ablation (Table 8). The location of the circuit determines ablation approach and risks. Observational data support the relative effectiveness and safety of catheter ablation in experienced centers (134, 327). Many of the atrial flutters that are observed during the first 3 months after catheter ablation or cardiac surgery will not persist beyond the periprocedural period, so attempts at ablation can be deferred unless pharmacological therapy and/or cardioversion are unsuccessful (327).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>B-NR</th>
<th>4. Ongoing management with antithrombotic therapy is recommended in patients with atrial flutter to align with recommended antithrombotic therapy for patients with AF (365).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17.

The risk of stroke associated with AF is well established, and several RCTs have demonstrated the efficacy of anticoagulation for stroke prevention in patients with additional risk factors (366). Anticoagulation has also been shown to prevent stroke when administered during the weeks immediately before and after cardioversion (367). Whether atrial flutter carries a risk of stroke similar to that in patients with AF has been debated in the past but is now supported by limited evidence from mechanistic, observational, and prospective studies that include patients primarily with atrial flutter (365-369). Several reports have suggested that the risk of stroke in patients with atrial flutter is mitigated by anticoagulation. Meta-analysis of 13 studies of patients undergoing cardioversion of atrial flutter reported short-term stroke risks ranging from 0% to 7%, and the thromboembolism rate in patients with sustained flutter in 4 studies averaged 3% annually (365). Other studies have reported similar risk and effectiveness of anticoagulation (369). Therefore, on the basis of available data, recommendations for antithrombotic therapy for patients with atrial flutter are similar to those for patients with AF (10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>B-R</th>
<th>1. The following drugs can be useful to maintain sinus rhythm in patients with symptomatic, recurrent atrial flutter, with the drug choice depending on underlying heart disease and comorbidities: a. Amiodarone (376) b. Dofetilide (346, 377) c. Sotalol (378)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17.

In patients in whom ablation is not being considered because of contraindications (such as underlying medical illness) or because of patient preference, a variety of antiarrhythmic drugs are available. These drugs act by suppressing triggers and altering atrial tissue refractoriness. Individual properties of each drug need to be considered for proper use.

Much of the data pertaining to use of amiodarone in management of atrial arrhythmias has been derived from use in patients with AF (10). Few data are available for patients with atrial flutter. Amiodarone has significant toxicities, so it is used only when other treatments are contraindicated or ineffective. Nevertheless, administration is reasonable, particularly in patients with heart failure or significant underlying heart disease (376).

Dofetilide may be more effective than many other drugs but must be started in an inpatient setting (346, 377). The dose is adjusted on the basis of renal function, with close monitoring of the Q-T interval and subsequent monitoring for altered renal function.
Sotalol, a class III antiarrhythmic, is generally well tolerated but is associated with typical beta blocker side effects, such as fatigue and bradycardia (378). The major potential cardiac toxicity for both drugs is torsades de pointes.

### IIa B-NR

**2. Catheter ablation is reasonable in patients with CTI-dependent atrial flutter that occurs as the result of flecainide, propafenone, or amiodarone used for treatment of AF (317, 379-381).**

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17. Some patients with AF treated with propafenone, flecainide, or amiodarone will develop atrial flutter. In this circumstance, if flutter becomes the dominant arrhythmia, ablation of the CTI and continued use of the antiarrhythmic drug can decrease the incidence of atrial flutter and facilitate the pharmacological management of AF (379, 380).

### IIa C-LD

**3. Catheter ablation of the CTI is reasonable in patients undergoing catheter ablation of AF who also have a history of documented clinical or induced CTI-dependent atrial flutter (381, 382).**

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17. The indications for catheter ablation of AF are discussed in the 2014 AF guideline (10). When AF and atrial flutter coexist, 1 randomized study demonstrated that at 1-year follow-up, greater success in terms of arrhythmia suppression and quality-of-life score resulted from AF ablation (with or without atrial flutter ablation) than from atrial flutter ablation alone (381). It may be that AF ablation alone is sufficient to control both arrhythmias, although CTI ablation reduced the early postablation arrhythmia recurrence rate (382).

### IIa C-LD

**4. Catheter ablation is reasonable in patients with recurrent symptomatic non–CTI-dependent flutter as primary therapy, before therapeutic trials of antiarrhythmic drugs, after carefully weighing potential risks and benefits of treatment options (135).**

See Online Data Supplement 17. No prospective RCTs have compared the efficacy or safety of antiarrhythmic drugs with that of catheter ablation for non–CTI-dependent atrial flutter. Observational data, however, support the relative effectiveness and safety of catheter ablation in experienced centers (135, 327). Many of the atrial flutters that are observed during the first 3 months after ablation or cardiac surgery will not persist beyond the periprocedural period, so attempts at ablation can be deferred unless attempts at pharmacological therapy or cardioversion are unsuccessful (135).

### IIb B-R

**1. Flecainide or propafenone may be considered to maintain sinus rhythm in patients without structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease who have symptomatic recurrent atrial flutter (383-385).**

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17. Data to support the recommendation for flecainide and propafenone for maintenance of sinus rhythm in patients with atrial flutter is derived from trials that pooled patients with AF and atrial flutter, with the vast majority of the patients having AF. It is therefore possible that these agents are not as effective for treating isolated atrial flutter as they are for AF (386). Flecainide and propafenone may result in slowing of the atrial flutter cycle length, which may lead to a rapid 1:1 ventricular response (387). Because of this, caution is advised with flecainide and propafenone in patients with atrial flutter at risk of 1:1 conduction. The risk may be reduced by coadministration of medications that slow AV nodal conduction, such as beta blockers, verapamil, or diltiazem.

### IIb C-LD

**2. Catheter ablation may be reasonable for asymptomatic patients with recurrent atrial flutter (102, 121, 372).**

See Online Data Supplements 16 and 17. Catheter ablation of atrial flutter is highly effective, with single-procedure success rates >90% (102) and an excellent safety profile (102, 121). In patients with recurrent atrial flutter, long-term maintenance of sinus rhythm is more likely with ablation than with pharmacological therapy (372). Also, ablation may avoid potential development of tachycardia-mediated cardiomyopathy.

---

**Figure 19. Ongoing Management of Atrial Flutter**
8. Junctional Tachycardia

See Figure 20 for a representative ECG for junctional tachycardia and Figure 21 for the algorithm for ongoing management of junctional tachycardia.

Junctional tachycardia is a rapid, occasionally irregular, narrow-complex tachycardia (with rates typically of 120 bpm to 220 bpm) (Figure 20). AV dissociation (often isorhythmic) may be seen, and when present, excludes the misdiagnosis of AVRT and makes AVNRT highly unlikely. Other SVTs are often misdiagnosed and misclassified as junctional tachycardia because of the frequent absence of demonstrable P waves in reentrant rhythms. Furthermore, when it is irregular, junctional tachycardia may be misdiagnosed as AF or MAT. The mechanism for junctional tachycardia is enhanced (abnormal) automaticity from an ectopic focus in the AV junction (including the His bundle) (388).

Junctional tachycardia is uncommon in adults (388); it is typically seen in infants postoperatively, after cardiac surgery for congenital heart disease; this is also known as junctional ectopic tachycardia. As such, there
is limited evidence with regard to diagnosis and management of junctional tachycardia in adult patients. Adults with junctional tachycardia typically have a relatively benign course, whereas infants and children with acquired or congenital junctional tachycardia have a high rate of death due to heart failure or an uncontrollable, incessant tachyarrhythmia.

There are data to support the use of beta blockers, diltiazem, flecainide, procainamide, propafenone, and verapamil for the treatment of junctional tachycardia (see recommendations and references in Sections 8.1 and 8.2). The efficacy of amiodarone has been reported only in pediatric patients (389, 390). Digoxin has not been well established as chronic therapy for junctional tachycardia.

A related rhythm, nonparoxysmal junctional tachycardia (more commonly known as accelerated AV junctional rhythm), is far more common in adults than paroxysmal junctional tachycardia. The mechanism of nonparoxysmal junctional tachycardia is associated with automaticity or triggered activity. It occurs at a slower rate (70 bpm to 130 bpm) and is often due to digoxin toxicity (391) or myocardial infarction (392, 393). Treatment of this rhythm centers on addressing the underlying condition. In addition, there is some evidence that beta blockers (394), intravenous adenosine, or verapamil (395) can terminate an accelerated junctional arrhythmia. A transient junction rhythm may be seen after slow-pathway ablation for AVNRT (396).
Figure 20. Surface Electrocardiographic Recording From Leads VI, II, and V5 in a Patient With Junctional Tachycardia

The upper panel shows sinus rhythm. The lower panel shows tachycardia onset with the characteristic finding of dissociation of the QRS and P waves (narrow arrows on P waves). The large arrow signifies continuous recording. Reproduced with permission from Blomström-Lundqvist et al. (11).

8.1. Acute Treatment: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>1. Intravenous beta blockers are reasonable for acute treatment in patients with symptomatic junctional tachycardia (388).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplement 19.

In a series studying junctional tachycardia in adult patients, beta-blocker therapy—specifically intravenous propranolol—was found to be modestly effective in terminating and/or reducing the incidence of tachycardia (388).

| IIa | C-LD | 2. Intravenous diltiazem, procainamide, or verapamil is reasonable for acute treatment in patients with junctional tachycardia (397). |

See Online Data Supplement 19.

There may be a limited role for intravenous diltiazem, procainamide, or verapamil in patients in whom beta blockers are ineffective. The literature supports the use of intravenous verapamil, alone or in combination with procainamide; less is known about diltiazem monotherapy (397). The addition of procainamide to propranolol may be more effective than propranolol monotherapy (388).

8.2. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>1. Oral beta blockers are reasonable for ongoing management in patients with junctional tachycardia (388).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplement 19.

Beta blockers are often used as first-line chronic therapy for junctional tachycardia because of the important proarrhythmic effects and long-term toxicity of other agents that have been shown to be effective (389, 398, 399). When junctional tachycardia is paroxysmal, attention should be directed toward avoiding the potential for bradyarrhythmias and hypotension when beta-blocker therapy is initiated.
IIa  C-LD  2. Oral diltiazem or verapamil is reasonable for ongoing management in patients with junctional tachycardia (397).

See Online Data Supplement 19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Flecainide or propafenone may be reasonable for ongoing management in patients without structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease who have junctional tachycardia (398, 399).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Online Data Supplement 19.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Catheter ablation may be reasonable in patients with junctional tachycardia when medical therapy is not effective or contraindicated (131, 132, 396, 402-405).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Online Data Supplements 18 and 19.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Junctional tachycardia caused by enhanced automaticity may be suppressed as effectively by diltiazem and verapamil as by beta blockers. In 1 study of an adult patient on a regimen of oral verapamil, procainamide, and digoxin in combination for prophylactic therapy, junctional tachycardia could not be induced by either atrial or ventricular overdrive pacing, programmed electrical stimulation, or isoproterenol (397). Less is known about oral diltiazem than verapamil, but it likely has a similar efficacy.

Studies supporting the use of flecainide for long-term control of junctional tachycardia were performed at a time when intravenous flecainide was given for acute control, followed by a transition to chronic oral therapy (398). Although the only data for propafenone stem from case series in infants and children, given that flecainide and propafenone reduce automaticity from the ectopic focus in the AV junction, either agent is reasonable, provided patients do not have structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease (213, 400, 401).

Radiofrequency ablation has been performed as a potentially curative therapy for junctional tachycardia since the early 1990s. However, in view of the reported 5% to 10% risk of AV block, catheter ablation is generally reserved for highly symptomatic patients in whom drug therapy has been ineffective or not tolerated (Table 8). Many practitioners use cryoablation as an alternative to radiofrequency ablation (132). Given that it is often difficult to distinguish junctional tachycardia from AVNRT on the ECG, EP study with the goal of ablation may be a helpful diagnostic and potentially therapeutic intervention. Junctional tachycardia may be observed during and after slow-pathway ablation of AVNRT, because of irritation of the compact AV node (406). This iatrogenic junctional tachycardia is transient and generally benign and can be distinguished from AVNRT through pacing maneuvers at EP study (396, 405). It is crucial to recognize this phenomenon at the time of EP study because attempts to ablate the junctional tachycardia are unnecessary and could result in AV block.
9. Special Populations

9.1. Pediatrics

As discussed in the Scope (Section 1.4), the present document is aimed at the adult population (≥18 years of age) and offers no specific recommendations for pediatric patients. Nevertheless, a brief discussion of SVT in pediatric patients is included below, highlighting major considerations with regard to SVT in younger patients, including adolescent patients.

SVT in young patients varies significantly from SVT in adult patients in terms of mechanism, risk of developing heart failure or cardiac arrest, risks associated with interventional therapy, natural history, and psychosocial impact. Approximately half of pediatric SVT presents in the first 4 months of life, with age-related peaks in occurrence subsequently at 5 to 8 years and after 13 years. Accessory pathway–mediated tachycardia accounts for >70% of SVT in infants, decreasing to approximately 55% in adolescents (56, 407-409). AVNRT increases with age, from 9% to 13% of SVT in infants, to 30% to 50% of SVT in teenagers. After 12 years of age, women are more likely to have AVNRT than men, and overall SVT is less frequent among African American and Hispanic patients than in the general pediatric population (56). Atrial flutter is seen in some neonates and in older children is predominantly observed after congenital heart disease. AF is uncommon in childhood, accounting for <3% of supraventricular arrhythmias, and may be a consequence of AVRT or
AVNRT in adolescents or may be associated with repaired congenital heart disease. Symptoms of SVT vary with age: gastrointestinal or respiratory findings in infants, chest or abdominal pain in the younger child, and palpitations in the adolescent. Congestive heart failure is present in up to 20% of infants and in older children with incessant tachycardia and in rare cases may necessitate mechanical cardiopulmonary support during initial therapy (410).

Pre-excitation is present in 20% to 35% of children with SVT. The risk of ventricular fibrillation or SCD related to WPW in childhood is 1.3% to 1.6% and is highest in the first 2 decades of life (60, 254-257). The risk of cardiac arrest is higher in patients with AVRT precipitating AF, short accessory connection refractory periods, and posteroseptal accessory pathways (60, 254-257). Notably, the absence of prior symptoms does not preclude risk because cardiac arrest may be the initial manifestation of pre-excitation (254, 257, 411). Risk stratification, such as with ambulatory 24-hour monitoring or treadmill exercise testing, is often considered for children with pre-excitation to assess persistence of pre-excitation (412).

Pharmacological therapy of SVT in childhood is largely based on practice patterns because RCTs of antiarrhythmic medications in children are lacking. AV nodal–blocking drugs are widely used for the most common arrhythmias, AVRT, and AVNRT. Higher initial doses of adenosine are needed in children than in adults, with children receiving from 150 mcg/kg to 250 mcg/kg (413-415). Digoxin and propranolol have similar efficacy in infants with SVT without pre-excitation (416). Digoxin is avoided in the presence of pre-excitation because its use in infancy has been associated with SCD or ventricular fibrillation (417, 418). Amiodarone, sotalol, propafenone, or flecainide can be used for refractory SVT in infants. In older children presenting with SVT, beta-blocker therapy is most often the initial therapy used. Because of the rare occurrence of adverse events with flecainide, including in patients without structural heart disease, ischemic heart disease, or ventricular dysfunction, flecainide is not used as a first-line medication in children (419).

Catheter ablation can be successfully performed in children of all ages, with acute success rates comparable to those reported in adults (281, 282, 420, 421). Success rates are influenced by the presence of structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease and are highest in left-sided accessory pathways and lowest for AT. Complications were reported in 4% to 8% of the initial large series, with major complications in 0.9% to 3.2%, and complication rates were higher in patients weighing <15 kg (281, 420-422). The implications of complications, including AV block requiring pacing, perforation, and coronary artery or mitral valve injury, are profound in young patients (423-425). In early series, death was reported in 0.12% of children with normal hearts and was associated with lower weight and increased number of ablation lesions (426). Increased institutional experience, advanced mapping techniques, and use of cryoablation have reduced the incidence of complications, as well as the radiation exposure associated with the procedure. Although most centers perform elective ablation for children weighing >12 kg to 15 kg, ablation in younger or smaller children is generally reserved for those with medically refractory SVT or tachycardia-induced cardiomyopathy or before surgery that may limit access for subsequent catheter-based procedures. Recurrence rates for SVT after successful procedures are higher than reported in large adult series, ranging from 7% to 17%; whether this reflects
technical differences, natural history, or more long-term follow-up is unclear (427-429). Recurrence is highest among right-sided accessory pathways, particularly anteroseptal or multiple pathways, and in AT in the setting of complex congenital heart disease (427-429).

Junctional ectopic tachycardia occurs predominantly in very young patients either as a congenital form or, more commonly, after intracardiac repair of congenital heart disease. Nonpostoperative junctional tachycardia has been reported to respond to amiodarone or combination therapy including beta blockers, flecainide, procainamide, or propafenone (130). Ablation for patients with refractory tachycardia or ventricular dysfunction has shown efficacy of 82% to 85%, but inadvertent AV block occurred in 18% and recurrence was seen in 14% of patients (130). Postoperative junctional tachycardia occurs in 2% to 10% of young patients undergoing intracardiac surgery, particularly for ventricular or AV septal defects, tetralogy of Fallot, transposition of the great arteries, and Norwood procedures (430, 431). Treatment includes sedation with muscle relaxation, limitation of inotropic medications, reduction of core temperature to 34 to 35°C, atrial overdrive pacing, and procainamide or amiodarone infusions (416, 432-435). In general, postoperative junctional tachycardia resolves and does not require ongoing therapy.

Although this guideline focuses on adults, it should be noted that SVT may occur in the fetus and, if sustained, may put the fetus at risk of cardiovascular collapse manifested by hydrops. Mothers require safety monitoring by adult cardiologists during treatment. The most common mechanisms for fetal SVT are AVRT and atrial flutter (436). Persistent SVT with hydrops carries a high mortality rate, and therefore, prompt and aggressive treatment is warranted. Maternal administration of antiarrhythmic agents has been shown to be effective through transplacental delivery. Flecainide, sotalol, and digoxin, alone or in combination, have demonstrated arrhythmia termination rates of 60% to 90%, depending on whether hydrops is present (437, 438). In cases refractory to the aforementioned drugs, maternal oral loading for 2 to 7 days with amiodarone may prove lifesaving (439). Treatment of fetal SVT has provided safety data for treatment of arrhythmias in women during pregnancy, as addressed in Section 9.3.

9.2. Patients With Adult Congenital Heart Disease

See Figure 22 for the algorithm for acute treatment of non–pre-excited SVT in adult congenital heart disease (ACHD) patients; and Figure 23 for the algorithm for ongoing management of non–pre-excited SVT in ACHD patients.

9.2.1. Clinical Features

SVT is observed in 10% to 20% of ACHD patients, and is associated with a significantly increased risk of heart failure, stroke, and SCD (440-444). The most common mechanism of SVT in ACHD patients is macroreentrant AT (also called flutter), which accounts for at least 75% of SVT and frequently involves the CTI. Focal AT, AVNRT, and accessory pathway–mediated tachycardia each account for less than about 8% of SVT, whereas the incidence of AF is about 10% and increases with age (133, 445-449). AT occurs in 20% to 45% of adults
with Ebstein anomaly, single-ventricle / Fontan procedures, tetralogy of Fallot, transposition of the great arteries, and atrial septal defects (449-451).

The management of SVT in ACHD patients is influenced by the underlying cardiac anatomy and surgical repair, the current hemodynamic sequelae of the anatomy and repairs, and mechanism of SVT. The ventricular rate during SVT may be slowed because of variable AV conduction, which can result in a delay in recognizing tachycardia and the development of congestive failure. Recognition of severe forms of congenital heart disease, including unrepaired or palliated defects, cyanotic heart disease, single or systemic right ventricles, or Ebstein anomaly, is essential to decision making during SVT treatment. In certain conditions, the presence of cyanosis or severe ventricular dysfunction requires consideration of high-risk cardioversion with resuscitation measures at hand; usually, this decision is made at centers with specialized expertise. Management of ACHD patients should be undertaken only in collaboration with a cardiologist who has specialized training or experience in managing such patients.

RCTs assessing antiarrhythmic medication efficacy are lacking. Beta-blocking medications offer the advantages of outpatient medication initiation and may provide protection from tachycardia-mediated hypotension or ischemia. Risks of proarrhythmia are increased with the use of sotalol, ibutilide, dofetilide, and particularly flecainide and require in-hospital initiation. Flecainide is associated with increased risk of SCD (419) and is reserved for patients without ventricular dysfunction who do not respond to other therapy. Sinus node dysfunction may contribute to the development of atrial arrhythmias and may become exacerbated with antiarrhythmic medications. Atrial antibradycardia pacing to maintain a consistent physiological heart rate may decrease the frequency of tachycardia episodes and may improve functional capacity (364, 370, 371). Atrial antitachycardia pacing to terminate atrial reentry tachycardia is an effective approach when feasible (364, 370, 371).

Overall acute success rates of catheter ablation procedures for SVT in ACHD patients range from 70% to 85%, with recurrences in 20% to 60% of patients within 2 years (452-457). Catheter ablation is challenged by limitations of venous access to the heart, hypertrophied atrial tissue, multiple atrial reentrant circuits, and atrial baffles partitioning the coronary sinus and CTI to the pulmonary venous atrium. Because the CTI is involved in >60% of atrial reentry circuits, an initial strategy targeting this region is often used. Highest success rates are achieved in patients with atrial septal defects, approaching 90% to 100%, although subsequent AF has been reported in 11% to 30% of patients within 3 years (330, 449, 458). Because of the need for sophisticated knowledge of anatomy, advanced mapping capability, cardiac anesthesia with careful periprocedural monitoring, and repeat ablations, such patients should be referred to centers with extensive experience in complex congenital heart disease ablations.

The development of atrial arrhythmias in ACHD patients is often an indicator of progressive hemodynamic changes, which require in-depth functional and hemodynamic assessment. Intervention for residual hemodynamic/structural defects may need to be planned as part of chronic arrhythmia management. Patients with Ebstein anomaly or repaired tetralogy of Fallot may have significant pulmonary regurgitation,
tricuspid regurgitation, or both, which might benefit from reoperation. In some settings, integration of operative ablation techniques with hemodynamic repair may be optimal.

### 9.2.2. Acute Treatment: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>1. Acute antithrombotic therapy is recommended in ACHD patients who have AT or atrial flutter to align with recommended antithrombotic therapy for patients with AF (365). The risk of stroke associated with AF is well established, and several RCTs have demonstrated the efficacy of anticoagulation for stroke prevention in patients with additional risk factors (366). Anticoagulation has also been shown to prevent stroke when administered during the weeks immediately before and after cardioversion (31, 367). Whether atrial flutter carries a risk of stroke similar to that in patients with AF has been debated in the past but is now supported by limited evidence from mechanistic, observational, and prospective studies that include patients primarily with atrial flutter (365-369). Several reports have suggested that the risk of stroke in patients with atrial flutter is mitigated by anticoagulation. Meta-analysis of 13 studies of patients undergoing cardioversion of atrial flutter reported short-term stroke risks ranging from 0% to 7%, and the thromboembolism rate in patients with sustained flutter in 4 studies averaged 3% annually (365). Other studies have reported similar risk and effectiveness of anticoagulation (369). ACHD patients with nonfibrillatory atrial tachyarrhythmias appear to be at high risk, as well (367, 459). Therefore, on the basis of available data, recommendations for antithrombotic therapy for ACHD patients who also have AT or atrial flutter are similar to those for patients with AF (10).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| I   | B-NR | 2. Synchronized cardioversion is recommended for acute treatment in ACHD patients and SVT who are hemodynamically unstable (75, 460). A small observational study demonstrated safety and efficacy of synchronized cardioversion in ACHD patients, with sinus rhythm achieved in 94% of patients (460). Guideline-directed medical therapy supports this treatment approach, stressing that electrical cardioversion is the safest and most effective way of treating SVT associated with hemodynamic instability and should be considered early in the management of such patients (75). Modification of electrode pad placement may be necessary, by using an anterior-posterior configuration in patients with marked atrial enlargement or positioning strategically according to the individual arrhythmia and anatomic substrate, including consideration of the possibility of dextrocardia. |

| I   | C-LD | 3. Intravenous diltiazem or esmolol (with extra caution used for either agent, observing for the development of hypotension) is recommended for acute treatment in ACHD patients and SVT who are hemodynamically stable (461, 462). Very limited data exist on the use of calcium channel–blocking or beta-blocking medications for rate control or termination of AT or atrial flutter specifically associated with ACHD. Rate control of AT or atrial flutter with rapid AV conduction may be useful to improve hemodynamic status while planning conversion strategies. Patients with congenital heart disease, particularly single-ventricle physiology or systemic right ventricles, may not tolerate ventricular rates >120 bpm for many hours (29). Either drug may be associated with the development of hypotension in up to 20% of patients (462). Because of the high incidence of ventricular dysfunction in this population, particular attention should be given to monitoring the patient for development of hypotension, which would necessitate prompt dose adjustments or change of treatment strategy. |

| I   | B-NR | 4. Intravenous adenosine is recommended for acute treatment in ACHD patients and SVT (207, 463-465). |
See Online Data Supplement 20.

### IIa B-NR 1. Intravenous ibutilide or procainamide can be effective for acute treatment in ACHD patients and atrial flutter who are hemodynamically stable (466-468).

A small observational study reported that intravenous ibutilide was successful in conversion of 71% of acute episodes of atrial flutter in ACHD patients; torsades de pointes or nonsustained VT was reported in 2.7% of episodes (468). Pretreatment with magnesium may reduce the incidence of postibutilide ventricular arrhythmias. Small studies support the use of intravenous procainamide as adjunctive therapy for acute therapy of atrial flutter because it improves efficacy of pacing conversion of atrial flutter (466, 467).

See Online Data Supplement 20.

### IIa B-NR 2. Atrial pacing can be effective for acute treatment in ACHD patients and SVT who are hemodynamically stable and anticoagulated as per current guidelines for antithrombotic therapy in patients with AF (466, 469-472).

Small observational studies support the efficacy of atrial pacing to successfully terminate 54% to 82% of acute episodes of AT or atrial flutter (466, 469-472). Atrial pacing is an effective alternative, particularly when concerns about the use of antiarrhythmic medications or significant sinus node dysfunction exist.

See Online Data Supplement 20.

### IIa B-NR 3. Elective synchronized cardioversion can be useful for acute termination of AT or atrial flutter in ACHD patients when acute pharmacological therapy is ineffective or contraindicated (460).

ACHD patients are at increased risk of congestive heart failure and/or atrial thrombus formation with prolonged episodes of AT or atrial flutter. Pharmacological conversion in patients with complex anatomy, ventricular dysfunction, or prolonged QTc intervals may result in significant proarrhythmia or acute hemodynamic deterioration. Early assessment for cardiac thrombus with transesophageal echocardiogram followed by synchronized cardioversion may be preferable to prolonged or multiple attempts to achieve pharmacological cardioversion. Because of frequent coexistent sinus node dysfunction and ventricular dysfunction, the need for chronotropic or inotropic intervention should be anticipated, with appropriate personnel and support present. Modification of electrode pad placement may be necessary, by using an anterior-posterior configuration in patients with marked atrial enlargement or positioning strategically according to the individual arrhythmia and anatomic substrate, including consideration of the possibility of dextrocardia.

See Online Data Supplement 20.

### IIb B-NR 1. Oral dofetilide or sotalol may be reasonable for acute treatment in ACHD patients and AT and/or atrial flutter who are hemodynamically stable (473, 474).

Small observational studies support the use of oral dofetilide (474) or sotalol (473) to acutely convert AT to sinus rhythm in 70% to 85% of episodes of acute AT or atrial flutter. Proarrhythmic events are more commonly reported with dofetilide. One small study of 20 patients reported that 10% experienced torsades de pointes after dofetilide (474); both proarrhythmic events occurred in patients with single-ventricle physiology. The risk of proarrhythmia or worsening ventricular function requires arrhythmia monitoring with use.
Figure 22. Acute Treatment of SVT in ACHD Patients

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 1; drugs listed alphabetically.

*For rhythms that break or recur spontaneously, synchronized cardioversion is not appropriate.

ACHD indicates adult congenital heart disease; IV, intravenous; and SVT, supraventricular tachycardia.

9.2.3. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>1. Ongoing management with antithrombotic therapy is recommended in ACHD patients and AT or atrial flutter to align with recommended antithrombotic therapy for patients with AF (365).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Online Data Supplements 16 The risk of stroke associated with AF is well established, and several RCTs have demonstrated the efficacy of anticoagulation for stroke prevention in patients with...
additional risk factors (366). Anticoagulation has also been shown to prevent stroke when administered during the weeks immediately before and after cardioversion (31, 367). Whether atrial flutter carries a risk of stroke similar to that in patients with AF has been debated in the past but is now supported by limited evidence from mechanistic, observational, and prospective studies that include patients primarily with atrial flutter (365-369). Several reports have suggested that the risk of stroke in patients with atrial flutter is mitigated by anticoagulation. Meta-analysis of 13 studies of patients undergoing cardioversion of atrial flutter reported short-term stroke risks ranging from 0% to 7%, and the thromboembolism rate in patients with sustained flutter in 4 studies averaged 3% annually (365). Other studies have reported similar risk and effectiveness of anticoagulation (369). ACHD patients with nonfibrillatory atrial tachyarrhythmias appear to be at high risk, as well (367, 459). Therefore, on the basis of available data, recommendations for antithrombotic therapy for ACHD patients who also have AT or atrial flutter are similar to those for patients with AF (10).

### I C-LD

2. Assessment of associated hemodynamic abnormalities for potential repair of structural defects is recommended in ACHD patients as part of therapy for SVT (25, 29).

See Online Data Supplement 20.

The development of AT, atrial flutter, or AF in ACHD patients is often associated with progressive hemodynamic deterioration of the underlying disease. Surgical treatment of the hemodynamic problems does not eliminate atrial arrhythmias, and ablation of atrial arrhythmias alone could allow significant hemodynamic issues to progress and potentially deteriorate. Successful treatment involves assessing both the arrhythmia and the contributing hemodynamic changes and addressing both when indicated and feasible. Early experience in adults with unoperated atrial septal defects and atrial arrhythmias demonstrated the importance of an integrated approach for arrhythmia and hemodynamic problems; similar principles apply to patients with tetralogy of Fallot, Ebstein anomaly, and single-ventricle physiology; these patients are at highest risk of arrhythmia development, with concurrent hemodynamic abnormalities. For example, patients with ASD who underwent surgery before the age of 25 years had better long-term outcomes and a lower incidence of atrial arrhythmias than those who underwent surgery later in life (475). Closure of significant atrial septal defects in adults even later in life improves morbidity and survival (476) but is associated with new (7%) or recurrent (60%) AT (475). Arrhythmias still can be treated successfully when they develop later after surgical corrections; catheter ablation of atrial arrhythmias associated with ASD repair is highly successful, with acute success rates reported as 93% to 100% (449, 458, 477). Therefore, patients with unoperated significant ASD and arrhythmias should undergo ablation of the AT, as well as closure of the ASD. The choice of catheter versus surgical approaches to therapy is determined by anatomic features of the ASD likely to be successfully addressed with a catheter approach. No randomized comparison trials of catheter versus surgical closure of ASD combined with arrhythmia intervention have been reported. Surgical closure of large ASDs combined with arrhythmia surgery for AT or fibrillation can be safely performed, with 6.5% occurrence of AF reported during 2 years of follow-up (478).

### IIa B-NR

1. Preoperative catheter ablation or intraoperative surgical ablation of accessory pathways or AT is reasonable in patients with SVT who are undergoing surgical repair of Ebstein anomaly (479-485).

See Online Data Supplement 20.

The prevalence of SVT among patients with Ebstein anomaly was 33% in 1 large series, the highest noted among ACHD patients (440), and increased with age. AT, atrial flutter, or AF develops in ≥50% of patients with Ebstein anomaly and significant tricuspid regurgitation. Right-sided accessory pathways are present in 15% to 30% of patients with Ebstein anomaly and may be multiple in up to ≥29% of those patients.
Catheter ablation of accessory pathways in patients with Ebstein anomaly is associated with lower success rates than for other populations, acute success rate of 75% to 89% of procedures, with acute recurrence in 25% to 30% (480, 481). In a series of 83 adults undergoing arrhythmia surgery at the time of surgical repair of Ebstein anomaly, accessory pathways were present in 32%, and atrial flutter/fibrillation was noted in 54% (483), with no recurrence of AP after surgery. Successful surgical ablation of accessory pathways has been reported in 92% to 100% (483, 484). In a series of patients undergoing right atrial maze procedures or isthmus ablation for atrial flutter/fibrillation in association with repair of Ebstein anomaly, freedom from recurrent flutter/fibrillation was 75% during 34 months of follow-up (483). In a comparison study of combined operative arrhythmia surgery with repair, versus catheter ablation followed by surgical repair, the combined approach was effective in 94% of cases versus 76% of patients treated with the catheter approach alone (484). In a series of patients undergoing repair of Ebstein anomaly, patients who underwent preoperative EP study with intraoperative ablation of arrhythmia substrate had lower risk of SCD than patients without arrhythmia intervention (479). In patients with Ebstein anomaly undergoing planned surgical intervention, an integrated approach of arrhythmia intervention has been demonstrated to be safe and effective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIa B-NR</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Oral beta blockers or sotalol therapy can be useful for prevention of recurrent AT or atrial flutter in ACHD patients (218, 447, 486).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa B-NR</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Catheter ablation is reasonable for treatment of recurrent symptomatic SVT in ACHD patients (330, 449, 452, 454, 457, 458, 489-492).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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performed in centers with advanced mapping techniques and expertise in congenital heart disease (25, 29, 496).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>B-NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Surgical ablation of AT or atrial flutter can be effective in ACHD patients undergoing planned surgical repair (497-508).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In patients with symptomatic SVT undergoing planned surgical repairs of structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease, observation studies report that arrhythmia surgery can be integrated into the operation with high efficacy and without increased surgical morbidity (497-500). In populations including those with tetralogy of Fallot / double-outlet right ventricle, tricuspid valve repairs, and ASD, rates of freedom from recurrent AT or atrial flutter have been reported as 73% to 93% without antiarrhythmic medications during medium-term follow-up of 2.5 to 10 years.

Catheter ablation may be attempted in specialized centers before surgical Fontan repair. There are no RCTs comparing efficacy of catheter versus surgical ablation of AT or atrial flutter in patients with prior Fontan repairs. The incidence of AT or atrial flutter in patients with prior Fontan repairs approaches 60% and increases with advancing age. Catheter ablation success rates in this subset of patients are lower than for other lesions (457), with acute success in 54% to 75%, and with recurrent AT in 27% to 50% of patients within 2 to 4 years (490, 495); death or transplantation was reported in 27% during follow-up. Several observational studies of surgical resection and ablation for AT or atrial flutter associated with Fontan conversion reported rates of freedom from AT of 12% to 16% during follow-up extending to 8 years (501-505); death or transplantation was reported in 6% to 14% during follow-up. Performance of a modified right atrial maze procedure versus CTI ablation was associated with lower recurrence rates (501). Alternatively, surgical repairs without arrhythmia intervention are associated with high recurrence rates of AT. Arrhythmia surgery can be combined with hemodynamic surgical revision with low mortality rate and improved medium-term freedom from arrhythmia recurrence and death in this population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>B-NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Atrial pacing may be reasonable to decrease recurrences of AT or atrial flutter in ACHD patients and sinus node dysfunction (472, 509, 510).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small observational studies support the use of atrial pacing in patients with recurrent AT or atrial flutter to reduce the frequency of tachycardia episodes. The pacing rate is programmed to maintain atrial pacing for the majority of the time in patients with sinus node dysfunction, significantly reducing tachycardia recurrences to 11% in 1 study (509, 510). In addition, the implanted pacemaker can be used for termination of recurrent episodes of AT or atrial flutter (472).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>B-NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Oral dofetilide may be reasonable for prevention of recurrent AT or atrial flutter in ACHD patients (447, 474, 487, 488).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two small observational studies on the use of oral dofetilide for ACHD patients report a high rate of acute conversion of AT or atrial flutter, with longer-term efficacy of the drug (defined by either complete suppression or partial improvement of symptoms) ranging from 70% to 85%. The benefit was tempered by an association with torsades de pointes in 10% (471, 484). Although many patients continued to experience recurrence, these episodes were better tolerated and were of limited duration (471, 484). Because of the potential risk of proarrhythmia, dofetilide is usually a second-line medication after failure of beta blockers and sotalol. Initiation of oral dofetilide is recommended during 72-hour inpatient monitoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>B-NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Amiodarone may be reasonable for prevention of recurrent AT or atrial flutter in ACHD patients for whom other medications and catheter ablation are ineffective or contraindicated (447).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An observational study reported efficacy of amiodarone in maintaining sinus rhythm, although side effects were noted frequently, including thyroid disorders or AV block (447). The risk of significant side effects increases with chronic use and with higher dosages; using the minimal effective chronic dosage is recommended. Observational
studies reported thyroid disorders in 13% to 36% of ACHD patients receiving amiodarone; risk factors for thyrotoxicosis include female sex, cyanotic heart disease, low body mass index, prior Fontan procedure, or dosages >200 mg daily (511, 512). Amiodarone is recommended for short-term use or for patients for whom alternative therapy is not an option for prevention of recurrent AT.

### III: Harm

#### B-NR

**1. Flecainide should not be administered for treatment of SVT in ACHD patients and significant ventricular dysfunction (419).**

See Online Data Supplement 20. There are no RCTs on the use of flecainide in ACHD patients and ventricular dysfunction. One retrospective study collected data on 579 young patients, 369 of whom received flecainide for the treatment of SVT. Efficacy for the treatment of SVT was 71%. Among 12 patients with cardiac arrest while receiving flecainide for SVT, 8 had congenital heart disease, and 7 of 8 had either mild to moderate ventricular dysfunction or systemic right- or single-ventricle anatomy. The risk associated with flecainide treatment of SVT associated with congenital heart disease appears to be highest among patients with complex heart disease or ventricular dysfunction.

**Figure 23. Ongoing Management of SVT in ACHD Patients**

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 1; drugs listed alphabetically. ACHD indicates adult congenital heart disease; intra-op, intraoperative; pre-op, preoperative; and SVT, supraventricular tachycardia.

### 9.3. Pregnancy

Pregnancy may confer an increased susceptibility to a variety of arrhythmias, even in the absence of underlying heart disease (513). Pregnancy is also associated with an increased risk of arrhythmia exacerbation, such as more frequent and refractory tachycardia episodes, in patients with a pre-existing arrhythmic substrate (514). An important consideration is that adverse maternal and fetal outcomes have been reported as a result of SVT in pregnancy (515). Although there is potential toxicity to the fetus with certain pharmacological and nonpharmacological therapies, safe options exist to allow for treating most cases of maternal SVT effectively.

The literature on therapeutic options for the management of arrhythmias in pregnancy is generally limited to single case reports or small series and favors the use of older antiarrhythmic agents because of more abundant reports on the safe use of these drugs. Experience with use of drugs in pregnancy also comes from treating a variety of maternal and fetal conditions, not maternal SVT alone. Although all medications have potential side effects to both the mother and the fetus at any stage of pregnancy, if possible, drugs should be
avoided in the first trimester, when risk of congenital malformations is greatest. The lowest recommended dose should be used initially, accompanied by regular monitoring of clinical response.

9.3.1. Acute Treatment: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>1. Vagal maneuvers are recommended for acute treatment in pregnant patients with SVT (235, 516).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For acute conversion of SVT, vagal maneuvers, including Valsalva and carotid sinus massage, can be performed quickly and should be the first-line intervention to terminate SVT. These maneuvers should be performed with the patient in the supine position. Vagal maneuvers typically will not be effective if the rhythm does not involve the AV node as a requisite component of a reentrant circuit. There is no “gold standard” for proper Valsalva maneuver technique, but in general, the patient raises intrathoracic pressure by bearing down against a closed glottis for 10 to 30 seconds, equivalent to at least 30 mm Hg to 40 mm Hg (82, 84). Carotid massage is performed after absence of bruit has been confirmed by auscultation, by applying steady pressure over the right or left carotid sinus for 5 to 10 seconds (83, 84). Another vagal maneuver based on the classic diving reflex consists of applying an ice-cold, wet towel to the face (85); in a laboratory setting, facial immersion in water at 10°C (50°F) has proved effective in terminating tachycardia, as well (86). One study involving 148 nonpregnant patients with SVT demonstrated that Valsalva was more successful than carotid sinus massage, and switching from 1 technique to the other resulted in an overall success rate of 27.7% (82). The practice of applying pressure to the eyeball is potentially dangerous and has been abandoned.

| I   | C-LD| 2. Adenosine is recommended for acute treatment in pregnant patients with SVT (516). |

When vagal maneuvers fail to terminate SVT, adenosine is a first-line drug option for pregnant patients (516). Adverse effects to the fetus would not be expected, given that it is unlikely the drug will reach the fetal circulation because of adenosine’s short half-life (517). Maternal side effects, such as chest discomfort and flushing, are usually transient. The initial dose for adenosine is 6-mg rapid bolus IV. If this is ineffective, up to 2 subsequent infusions of 12 mg may be administered. Higher doses of adenosine may be necessary in some cases; safe administration of up to 24 mg has been reported (518).

| I   | C-LD| 3. Synchronized cardioversion is recommended for acute treatment in pregnant patients with hemodynamically unstable SVT when pharmacological therapy is ineffective or contraindicated (516). |

Synchronized cardioversion has been reported to be safe at all stages of pregnancy. The electrode pads should be applied such that the energy source and trajectory are directed away from the uterus (519). Fetal monitoring during cardioversion (if time allows) and during the immediate postcardioversion period is recommended (519). Energy dosing for pregnant patients should be the same as in nonpregnant patients (520).

| IIa | C-LD| 1. Intravenous metoprolol or propranolol is reasonable for acute treatment in pregnant patients with SVT when adenosine is ineffective or contraindicated (516). |

Beta-adrenergic–blocking drugs are considered the first-line option for a variety of arrhythmias in pregnancy because there are extensive reports on their safe use from treating a variety of maternal conditions over many decades. A slow infusion would be less likely to cause hypotension (516, 517, 521).

| IIb | C-LD| 1. Intravenous verapamil may be reasonable for acute treatment in pregnant patients with SVT when adenosine and beta blockers are ineffective or contraindicated (516). |

Intravenous verapamil has been used effectively for the acute treatment of SVT in pregnant women; however, there is a higher risk of maternal hypotension with intravenous verapamil than with adenosine (516). Reports on diltiazem use for acute SVT termination in pregnancy

See Online Data Supplement 20.
are more limited than for verapamil, yet similar effects are expected (517).

### IIb C-LD

2. **Intravenous procainamide may be reasonable for acute treatment in pregnant patients with SVT (522).**

See Online Data Supplement 20.

Intravenous procainamide has been used safely to treat a variety of maternal and fetal supraventricular and ventricular arrhythmias and can be effective when used for acute conversion (517, 522). Procainamide is generally best avoided as long-term therapy because it can cause a lupus-like syndrome, unless other options are contraindicated or ineffective.

### IIb C-LD

3. **Intravenous amiodarone may be considered for acute treatment in pregnant patients with potentially life-threatening SVT when other therapies are ineffective or contraindicated (517, 523).**

See Online Data Supplement 20.

Although intravenous amiodarone has been administered safely during pregnancy, multiple adverse effects to the fetus have also been reported (523). An important concern is the possibility of fetal hypothyroidism, reported in approximately 17% of cases (517, 523). With an intravenous infusion for short-term use, side effects would be less of a concern, given that most toxicities are related to cumulative drug dose.

### 9.3.2. Ongoing Management: Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IIa | C-LD | 1. The following drugs, alone or in combination, can be effective for ongoing management in pregnant patients with highly symptomatic SVT:  
   a. Digoxin (437, 517)  
   b. Flecainide (437, 517)  
   c. Metoprolol (517, 521)  
   d. Propafenone (517)  
   e. Propranolol (517, 521)  
   f. Sotalol (437, 517)  
   g. Verapamil (517) |
| See Online Data Supplement 20. | |

If possible, antiarrhythmic drugs should be avoided in the first trimester, when risk of congenital malformations is greatest. Almost no reports exist on the use of newer antiarrhythmic drugs (such as dofetilide) during pregnancy, yet their use may be justified if the benefits outweigh the risk. The lowest recommended dose should be used initially, with dose adjustments made according to clinical response. For oral chronic prophylaxis, drugs such as metoprolol, propranolol, and digoxin are considered safe first-line agents because of their longer record of safety, yet caution is advised, given that therapy with beta blockers has been associated with intrauterine growth retardation (517, 524). This effect appears to be especially pronounced with atenolol, especially in mothers who received atenolol earlier in gestational age and who were treated for longer duration (525). Flecainide and propafenone have been used effectively to treat a variety of maternal and fetal tachycardias, yet they are reserved for patients who have no underlying structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease (113).

| IIb | C-LD | 1. Catheter ablation may be reasonable in pregnant patients with highly symptomatic, recurrent, drug-refractory SVT with efforts toward minimizing radiation exposure (526, 527). |
| See Online Data Supplement 20. | |

The risk of radiation exposure to the fetus is a concern with catheter ablation in pregnant patients, because high-dose ionizing radiation has been linked to excess malignancy and congenital malformations (528). However, the fetal radiation dose for most common cardiovascular interventions is not likely to exceed the 50-mGy negligible-risk threshold dose for excess malignancy (529). One study that used phantoms to simulate pregnancy estimated a low lifetime risk of malignancies from radiation exposure to the conceptus during a typical ablation procedure (527). Furthermore, with current technologies such as electroanatomic mapping systems, catheter ablation procedures using minimal or even zero fluoroscopy have been described in pregnant women (526). Thus, if a catheter ablation procedure is indicated, efforts are needed to limit radiation exposure.
procedure is required in a pregnant woman, radiation-reduction technologies should be used, and the procedure should be avoided in the first trimester when the teratogenic risk is greatest (528). Of note, shielding the fetus by covering the mother with a lead apron does not eliminate radiation to the fetus because most of the radiation to the fetus comes from scatter.

Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>C-LD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Oral amiodarone may be considered for ongoing management in pregnant patients when treatment of highly symptomatic, recurrent SVT is required and other therapies are ineffective or contraindicated (517, 523).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Although oral amiodarone has been administered safely during pregnancy, multiple adverse effects to the fetus have also been reported (523). An important concern is the possibility of fetal hypothyroidism, reported in approximately 17% of cases (517, 523). Therefore, fetal monitoring for development of goiter with ultrasound and for signs of clinical hypothyroidism is advised. In addition, amiodarone has the potential for direct neurotoxicity, which may lead to neurodevelopmental abnormalities (523).

9.4. SVT in Older Populations

9.4.1. Acute Treatment and Ongoing Management: Recommendation

The natural history of SVT is steadily changing because most patients with SVT undergo ablation at a younger age, but in general, the relative proportion of AT is higher in older populations, and AVNRT is more prevalent than AVRT among patients undergoing ablation (49). Atypical atrial flutter and macroreentrant AT are on the rise as consequences of increasing AF ablation in this patient population, yet there are limited outcome data from RCTs for this segment of the population. Therapeutic decisions should be balanced between the overall risks and benefits of the invasive nature of ablation versus long-term commitment to pharmacological therapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. Diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to SVT should be individualized in patients more than 75 years of age to incorporate age, comorbid illness, physical and cognitive functions, patient preferences, and severity of symptoms (66, 67, 530-538).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data have consistently demonstrated that ablation is highly successful (>95%) in selected older patients (66, 67, 531-536). Outcomes from 48 medical centers in Germany were reported among 3,234 consecutive patients undergoing AVNRT ablation from 2007 to 2010; of the total, 259 patients (8%) were >75 years of age (537). Acute success was achieved in 98.5% of the older patient group, similar to the 2 younger patient groups (98.7% for the group <50 years of age; 98.8% for the group 50 to 75 years of age). In this study, complication rates were low; hemodynamically stable pericardial effusion was observed in 2 of 259 patients (0.8%), and no pacemakers were needed in the older patient group. Similarly, additional studies from older patient cohorts have consistently shown that older patients have more comorbid medical conditions, have a higher incidence of structural heart disease or ischemic heart disease, and have more severe symptoms associated with SVT (530, 538, 539). A few studies have shown that complications may be slightly higher in older patients than in younger patients, although the overall complications are low and acceptable (530, 538, 539). These ablation outcome data should be balanced with the risks and benefits of pharmacological therapy when therapeutic options are reviewed with older patients.

10. Quality-of-Life Considerations

Patients with SVT may experience recurring symptoms that negatively impact their quality of life. Episodes of tachycardia can cause lightheadedness and syncope, which can become an obstacle to the performance of usual
activities of daily living (e.g., driving) (72). However, there are minimal data on the effect of treatment on the quality of life for patients with SVT. In 1 study that evaluated patients with SVT who underwent ablation or received medical therapy, questionnaires such as the 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey revealed improved quality-of-life scores in several categories, including physical role functioning (perceived disability from physical limitations), general health perceptions (perceived physical and mental health), and emotional role functioning (perceived disability from emotional limitations) (540). These improvements, measured at 1 to 5 years of follow-up, were greater in patients who underwent ablation than in those treated with medical therapy. Other literature, using domains from the 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey (541-543) and other quality-of-life questionnaires (544-546), suggests that quality of life is improved after ablation for PSVT. However, these data carry important limitations, particularly a lack of an appropriate control group, small sample sizes, and referral bias. Furthermore, patients affected by PSVT carry different experiences. Therefore, firm conclusions cannot be drawn about the effect on quality of life provided by medical or ablation therapy, and no recommendations are provided.

See Online Data Supplement 22 for additional data on quality-of-life considerations.

11. Cost-Effectiveness

Given the rising costs of health care, there is a growing enthusiasm for incorporating economic appraisals of available therapies and resources into guidelines. The “2014 ACC/AHA Statement on Cost/Value Methodology in Clinical Practice Guidelines and Performance Measures” (6) called for development of Level of Value categories to accompany COR and LOE in future guidelines. Although basing recommendations on a cost-effectiveness approach to therapy is an important goal for the current and future healthcare economy, it also poses considerable challenges. For example, the cost of therapy, available technology, and practice patterns are highly dynamic, and there may be some cost associated with unintended harm or complications that result from any intervention. Furthermore, the approach toward evaluating the burden of cost in the literature is based on varied perspectives (e.g., individual, third party, stakeholder, societal).

The small body of literature evaluating cost-effectiveness strategies in PSVT has traditionally centered on an evaluation of medical therapy versus catheter ablation. A rigorous cost-effectiveness Markov model was conducted in 2000 to compare radiofrequency ablation to medical management with generic metoprolol from the societal perspective (105). The estimated population consisted of patients with AVNRT (approximately 65%) and AVRT. On the basis of this simulation, the authors concluded that, for symptomatic patients with monthly episodes of PSVT, radiofrequency ablation was the more effective and less expensive strategy when compared with medical therapy. An observational cohort study of patients with atrial flutter supported early ablation to significantly reduce hospital-based healthcare utilization and the risk of AF (547).

These studies, along with other older literature, favor catheter ablation over medical therapy as the most cost-effective approach to treating PSVT and atrial flutter. However, the results of these studies were based on
cost data and practice patterns that do not apply to the current environment and practice. Therefore, no recommendations are provided.  

See Online Data Supplement 23 for additional data on cost-effectiveness.

12. Shared Decision Making

It is important that the patient be included in clinical decision-making processes, with consideration of his/her preferences and goals for therapy, as well as his/her unique physical, psychological, and social situation. In selected cases, personalized, self-directed interventions can be developed in partnership with the patient, such as vagal maneuvers and “pill-in-the-pocket” drug therapy.

Shared decision making is especially important for patients with SVT. As seen in this guideline, SVT treatment can be nuanced and requires expert knowledge of EP processes and treatment options. Treatment options are highly specific to the exact type of arrhythmia and can depend on certain characteristics of a particular arrhythmia (e.g., whether there is pre-excitation). The various choices for therapy, including drugs, cardioversion, invasive treatment, or a combination thereof, can be confusing to the patient, so a detailed explanation of the benefits and risks must be included in the conversation.

Patients are encouraged to ask questions with time allotted for caregivers to respond. Providing a relaxed atmosphere, anticipating patient concerns, and encouraging patients to keep a notebook with questions could facilitate productive conversations.

It is also important that clinicians use lay terminology to explain treatment options to their patients. This involves a clear explanation of the risks and benefits of each recommendation, including how other comorbidities may impact each treatment option. Discussions with other physicians and healthcare providers caring for the patient will provide the broadest picture available. A full discussion about decisions for subsequent care and any further instructions is important to reinforce these issues before the patient leaves the healthcare setting. It is the responsibility of the physician and healthcare team to provide the patient with the best possible understanding of all management options in terms of risks, benefits, and potential effects on quality of life.


SVTs, even with the exclusion of AF, are among the most common arrhythmias that require medical intervention. The decade before the publication of the “2003 ACC/AHA/ESC Guidelines for the Management of Patients With Supraventricular Arrhythmias” (11) was characterized by major shifts in understanding of the mechanism for SVT, as well as a sea change in management (because of catheter ablation). Since the early 2000s, there have been many iterative but important advances in pharmacological and invasive management for SVT. Catheter ablation is even better established, with a high degree of success and low complication rate, especially for the most common types of SVT, such as AVNRT and AVRT. Drug options, on the other hand, are
relatively unchanged since publication of the 2003 guideline, perhaps relating to ongoing concern about potential adverse side effects of antiarrhythmic agents.

Areas of uncertainty remain, including interventions for which advanced technology is less important. For example, vagal maneuvers are recommended in many circumstances as first-line intervention in patients with SVT, but they are often ineffective. Furthermore, there is great variation in the way these maneuvers are administered. Therefore, research on the best technique of vagal maneuvers, with dissemination of the findings, is necessary. Clinical trials on antiarrhythmic drugs for SVT have been limited, and data are often extrapolated from studies that primarily focused on management of patients with AF. The efficacy of a variety of drugs is likely to differ according to the tachycardia mechanism, and therefore differentiating the best drug for each individual arrhythmia is necessary; for example, the efficacy of class III agents might be markedly different in patients with AF than in patients with atrial flutter. Limited data exist on the optimal management of less common types of SVTs, such as junctional tachycardia and multifocal AT. Therefore, in view of significant gaps that remain with regard to optimal management of patients with SVT, we must consider the role of electronic medical records, registries, and national datasets to better acquire observational data when trials are not available or feasible. Multicenter registry studies would allow for expansion of our knowledge on the best pharmacological and nonpharmacological approaches to treat these arrhythmias. In collaboration with national societies, the National Institutes of Health, and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, registries could be developed across selected centers to gather important information on safety and long-term outcomes where data are lacking (just as such registries are being developed for AF ablation). Mandatory postmarket surveillance data collection on new drugs for SVT could also be considered by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration as a condition for drug approval.

The mechanism and primary etiology of IST remains to be defined—advances here would provide a first step on finding better therapies for this disorder. It should be noted that medical advances have resulted in an increase in the number of patients with SVT in specific populations, such as in patients after ablation (especially AF), ACHD patients, and patients of advanced age. As the numbers of these often-complicated patients grow, opportunities arise to perform clinical research to guide future recommendations.

New pharmacological therapies are needed, especially for SVT in patients for whom ablation is not an option or has been unsuccessful. Newer drugs that selectively target atrial channels currently under investigation for patients with AF should be investigated for management of AT. Both mapping and ablation techniques need to be further investigated to maximize the likelihood of successful ablation with minimal risk. In the outpatient setting, the added value of new personal monitoring and implantable devices needs to be assessed, and studies of the impact of shared decision making with patients on outcomes are needed for personal monitoring innovations. Finally, we encourage investigation of quality-of-life improvement strategies, in addition to cost-effectiveness studies, for the management of SVT.
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Appendix 3. Abbreviations

ACHD = adult congenital heart disease
AF = atrial fibrillation
AT = atrial tachycardia
AV = atrioventricular
AVNRT = atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia
AVRT = atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia
BP = blood pressure
CTI = cavotricuspid isthmus
ECG = electrocardiogram/electrocardiographic
ERC = Evidence Review Committee
EP = electrophysiological
GWC = guideline writing committee
IST = inappropriate sinus tachycardia
MAT = multifocal atrial tachycardia
PJRT = permanent form of junctional reciprocating tachycardia
PSVT = paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia
RCT = randomized controlled trial
SCD = sudden cardiac death
SVT = supraventricular tachycardia
VT = ventricular tachycardia
WPW = Wolff-Parkinson-White
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